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LETTER OF TRANS4ITTAL
DMPARTMLNT OF THZ INTERIOR,

OPTIC]: 01 EDUCATION,
Washington, D.C., July 1933.

SIR: One of the common inquiries today is, How can our
schools save money? I think this bulletin furnishes part
of the answer to that question especially for *igh schools of
less thap 100 or 150 enrollment. Since somewhat more than
half of the hie schools in this' country, or about 12,000, are
believed to enroll 100 pupils or fewer this bulletin should
find wide/ use.

Correspondence instruction has been urged upon us for
a numbiir of years as a means of enriching the curriculum.
I can see no good reason 'why most college preparatory
students could not do the major part of their work in regular
class work and take some courses by correspondence each
year. This would undoubtedly effect a substantial savings
in the cost of their education.
In this bulletin will be found also information concerning

places and institutions where correspondence courses have
been Ased with apparent success. The State schbol authorities
assiAt in pkoviding this work in Nebraska and we have heard
no complaint. Perliaps other State officials will be willing
to take it up or at least to extend thd service they now render
to adulis to adolescents also. A careful 'study of this bulle-
tin shouid prove helpful to â veal, many high schools in
improving their work and doing so economically.

I recommend that this manuscript be imblished as a bulle-
tin of this Office.

Respectfully t3ubmitted.
WM. JOHN COOPER,

THE SECRETARY OF,THE INTERIOR
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HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION 13'ir MAIL

A POTENTIAL ECONOMY

I. INTRODUCTION
4

During this time of economic stress morte than ever before
educational authorities are under obligatan to effect every
possible ec.onomy in the administnyion of public education.
One such economy which has been widely suggested and
which is being tried out in an increasing number of localities
and with a growing variety of objectives is the use of high-
school instruction by correspondence. It should be recog-
nized at the outset, that it is not the purpose here to suggest
that high-school education by mail can or should be substi-
tuted in lieu of the regular instruction iii residence. So far
as the facts are known to the author comparatively little of
such substitution has been advocated or has taken place.
The movement of using correspondence lessons to profide
instruction .on the high-school level has made its greatest
progress and has received its gre4test endorsement because it
has been recognized that here is a means of improving our
present practices of secondary school adiginistration, of 6n-
riching its offerings, and in numerous was of extending its
service& b The use of correspondence lessons in high school
originally attracted interest because of its possibilities of
supplementing our present high-school pfograni. _ But more
and more schoolmen are recognizing in this &vice some real
economies in the whole scheme of secondary education. Cor-
respondence lessons as such and the correspondence technive
ef instructions are 'rapidly. gaining recognition because tgey
have been found to serve the knowing general purposes:
- Tp eliminate many inordinately small claws, espécially
ih the junior and senior years of large high schools and in all
gradge of the smaller high schools. The resulting increase in
the pUpil-teacher ratio naturally reduces the cost.

'4 1-:it:ver*:\i"
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2 HIGH OOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

2. To enrich the offerings a the smaller high schools andto furnish unusual courses in the larger ones, thus more
closely fitting the school program to the vai-ious needs of
those seeking to continue education to this level.

3. To make it possible for the high school to meet the
demand for vocational, technical, and other fields of instruc-
boil more closely related to practical everyday living.'

4. To provide a means for recognizing individual differ-
ences in instruction and in -student progress.

5. To serve as a means of providing post high-school edu-
cation to persons who have graduated ftom high school, who
are unemployed and who cannot afford to- go to college.
This objective is particirlarly attractive in localities where
the school plant is overcrowded and the existing staff is
overloaded.

6:To provide high-scheooLeducation to persons who for agreat many reasons stppped short of high-school graduation
and who because of unemployment, additional leisure, the
desire to remove college-entrance deficiencies, ett., wish to
resume their interrupted education.

7. To extend some rudiments ,of secondary education to
persons living in sparsely settled areas or at isolated pointswhere it would .be uneconomical to undertaks the assem-
bling of classes for high-school work.

8. To,provide evening school, continuation school, and ex-
tension services in localities where regular classes are too
small and the need too diversified to warrant such regular
classes. School systems now finding it necessary o curtail
these types of school services -are finding correspondence
lessons a means to continue a part of the work on a more
limited basis.

9. To facilitate the instruction of persons whò are crippled,
invalided, or who for.other reasons are either permanehtlyor temporarily prevented from attending school iegularly.10. To provide a means of adult education. This laiter
function has long been served by the various agencies -fur..nishing correspondence cdurses.

A good many of the uses and poisibilities of còrrespond-oence comes on the, hiill-scho91 level cited above as urgedby advogates of this departure in education have received
considerable impetus from the economic 'depression. Ourtie
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A POTIMICAL ECONOMY 3

general economic scheme is geared tóward more and more
unemployment. Even before the depresaion technical de-
velopments were constantly . displacing the services of men
and women with michinery. The invention and installa-
tion ¿f akomatic devices which lift the burdens from
backs of men are at the same time qertain to result in se-
rious social problem, namely, the ediployment, of fewer and
fewer people per unit of commodity produced. This is
true in all departments of produttion. Agrieultural activi-
ties, construction work, mining operations, and manufactur-
ing enterprise, all can produce more and 'more of the com-
modities needed with less and less man power'. This means
that social institutions must assume greater and greater
responsibilities- both for the Oevelopm'ent of-youth to fit them
into the constantly changing and growing complexity a
society and bor the greater leisure for all which must inevi-
iably result from these changes.

With the present Problem of unemployment it is being
widely urged that the upper levei.of public education bea raised
to the completion of high school if Pot through junior college.
The argument is that the longer we keep our young people
in school the longer we keep them eitiwr out of the ranks of
the unemploied themselves or we keep them from displacing
émployed men and women who have family responsibilities.
Then, too, the groliing complexity of life seems to demand
longer periods of preparation..

1 0

The tendency, therefore, is to impose greater responsi-
biliiies upon the pOlic schools at the very time when they
are faced with the task of reducing their staffs, with curtailing
the expansion of building and equipment, wild, in general,
with effecting budgetary saviigs. N9t only are the schools .

compelled to find ways and means of spending fewer tax
dollars but they must find methods of making, these fewer
dollars do the work which larger funds di41 before.

. Industrial codes now being adopted and which rule out
child labor will greatly augment the numbers of children who
will continue their education.

The purpose of this publL tion is to Allow how correspond-
once courses &id the correspondence technique may be used
to effect economies both in terms of rendering for leas money
school services which are already being provided and at thesurass
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4 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY /kAIL

same time to extend such services to persons and &teas which
are not now being reached. I fo rmation will; themfore,
pmesente4 on the following geneì1 problenlik: .

Js high-school instruction by correspondence feasible?
2. Are economies effected
3. Where may reh§ble courses on the high-echool level

e b twined What counios?
4! What of the quality of high-echool correspondence

courses? ow can 'these courses be improved?
5. Are high schools usin* correspondence courses?

Where? With what sucfess?
6. What administrative problems are involved in the

use of co TTOSpon.dence lessons in high school?'
How are these being salved?

7. Wbere can additional information on the use of
high-school mums by correspondence be obtained?

II. fs' IIIGICI,1001, INSTRUCTION BY
CORP ESPONDENCE FEASIBLE?

Perhdps the beet ahswer to the query of whether high-
school irf13tn1ction by correspondence is feasible is that this
procedure is already in wide uti9 and that the movement is
constantly growing. No crefinite information on the number
of pupils enrolled in correspondence courses on tke high-school
level is available. It is most difficult to obtain such infor-
mation. nrst, there is th&q.uestion of defining 'correspond-
ence cSurses." The impetus during recent yeors given to
individualized instruction has in a real way brought closer
together the correspondence technique And classroom pro-
cedures. The whole idea of more or less self-adminisirative
lesson contracts employed by the Dalton plan, the "self-

.

instrtictive and self-torrective practice materials" of the
Winnetka plan, the "job sheet" idea long followed izi vocao-
tional, courses, all embody to a more or less- degree the tech-
niques of self-instruction, written assignment, individual
pupil_work aiid p . etc., long integral parts of ipstruc-
tion by correspon s ence. If, therefore, "correspondence
courses" include these techiiiquis, it may be y 'seen
that the 'nomber of high-school pupils taugbt by this means
is very great.
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A POTiMtiAL ECONOMY

But ever outside of this broad interpretation of instruCtion
by corresgoiNdence, it m4si be realized that there is a great
v;riety of-practicei which maim; a complete count of persons
stvudying high-school coumos bycorresriondence impoRt6h1e.
For years universities and colleges have enrolled in high-
school correarondence coumes certain peysons who had lost
step with the educational systeiii. Some gof theslt wished to
prepare for teacheni' examinatiohs, other's wished tk) make up
college-entrance requirements-. Then there was that large
group of persons who enrolled in commercial conwondence
schools in thdli hopt; of preparing 'for certain positions or of
removing deficiencies in the path of certain vocational and
profm*nal objectives. Very extra clitinu4 have been
made by such whoa; of the n.umber of pemong enrolled in
these courstNa.* Data will be submittod later to show the
part these commercial scliools are playing in the.whole corre
spondence movement.

Any effort to show the feasiehlity of correspondence instr`uc-
tion by citing.figures on the extent to which such voumes are
used also involve,the difficulty of defining," course. " Some
institutions offering correspondence i4striiction break the
work up into individual projects or units of.var' v7ing lengths
and call Others.giveeach a course. a large seque'nce of units
conaitutingothe equiviwlent of a course pursued for a full
year in regu ar high-school altendance and call this a
"course." ill others report unit& equal to semester
co quarter courses. IL is clear alai when enrolb

ents are counteeon one basis the total number of
pupils taking cor.respondence instruction is very much greater
than when enrollment is countedon the basis of all pupa in a
sequence or curriculum of courses.

Then, too, there are coming to be greater, and greater
nuilibvis of pupils who are enrolled in the regular high
schools lmit who purime on'e or more courses by corm-
spondence offired either-by commercial institutioim, by the
regular higher institutioqs of learning, Or even by State
departments of educatioit. Since such púpils divide their
time betw'eep both tilt residence and correspondence type of
instruction kny effort to gage the scope of the corre-
spondence movement becoines further complicated.
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HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

Some fairly &finite evidence òf the extent to which high-
school courses by correspondence are eniployed is, however,
available. A recent study by Alderman found that out of
800 institutions reporting toha questionnaire 21 State uniirer-
sitie;st 10 teachers colleges or norinal schools, 9 private coh
leges, and 1 State department of educatfon prqvided and
offered correspondence lessons in high-,school sufijects. In
1929' Maul 2 made a study of 'correspondence,instruction
conducted by teachers colleges and normal Schools. He
founci that of 157 such institutions 24 were offering high-
school courses. These latter schools, enrolled in these
courses a total of 945 pupils.

In a survey of coriespondence instruction in the United
States Bittner and Mallory s foupd considerable information
on the extent to which such courses on the high-school level--
areS offered by universities and collegeg. They found that of

State universities and State colleges which were members
of the National University Extensión Association 25 offered
high-school courses by corréspondence. The stu0 pointed
-out the difficulty of getting definite enrollment figures but it

% concluded that " e ápproximate total number of studer,its
taking higil-school correspondenci5 courses through the 25
institutions in .1929-30 is 6,000. Students enrolled in high-
school correspondeRce courses of other colleges and normal
schools probably total another 6,000."

180 SCHOOLS TRY CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Aside from these figures various sources of information
have revealed that there are about 180 high schools in the
United States ,which either háve experimented with instruc-
tion by correspondence or are now trying out this methód.
A recent itidy 4 of the National Survey of Secondary Educa-
tion found that of 96 high schools reporting to a questionnaire

Amerman, L. R. College and University Extension Helps in Adult Education, 1928-20.
Washington, D.C., Cloy 0..n41 t Printing Office. (U.S. Office ci Education Bulletin, 1930,
no. 10.)

I Maul, Ray C. A Study of Administrative Practices in Oorrespondebie Study Depart.'manta
of Teachers Colleges and Normal Schools. Studies in Education, vol. 1, no. 1: Kan-

sas State Teachirs College. (Rlisumé of Master's Thesis, University o( Kansas, 1939.)
s Bittner, W. S. and Mallory, H. T. University Teaching by Mall. New York, Macmil-

lan Co., 1983. (High-school chapter not published. Loaned by Dr. Bittner of India** Uni-.
varsity for this study.)

4 1U:ilium, O. N., Noll, V. H., inctDrake, C. E. How.,44 high schools use con'espondeuos.
owns. School 17 : 161-162, Mar 1932.
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 7

on the subject 48 said that they either were using or had used
cprrespondence lessons. Enrollments ranged from f pupil to
70 pupils per school. Forty-one schools giving information
on this point reported a toal of 305 pupils; or an average of
7 or 8 pupils per school.

As indicatpd, the study Cited aboveshould pot be thought of
as in any sense giving complete statistics on porrespóndence
courses now employed by and administered thrbugh the public,
high schools of the United States. In the first plaoe the list
of schools experimenting with such courses_ was not .com-
plete. In the second place only about half of the schools to

1which the questionnaires we sent returned replies. Sdme
idea of the sc4e and p ,1 of the use of correspondenbe
lessons as a means of improving public education on the
higll-Eichool level may be obtained from the history of this
movement in one State. According to a retent report by
Professor Broady,5 of the University of Nebraska, "super-
vised correspondence study' in Nebraska had its beginniw
in the summer of 1929. The first year Latin and English
were offered in a village high, school in Northwest Nebraska.
The next year 8 schools undertook supervised correspondence
study with a total, of 46 pupils registered. The service has
continued to expand 'until at present more thin 60 chools,
registeling more than 200 students, arl cooperating with the
tiniversity.".

Commercial sthools are also aplaying a significant role in
the movement. In a recent survey of education by corre-
spondence, Stuart Chase° declares that in a single one of
these institutions "fife total enrollment averaged 170,000 a
year from 1920 to 1930," and since the beginning of this
school in 1891 "dose to 4,000,000 enrollment cards have
been recorded, six *times as many freshmen m have entered
the gates of Harord in 300 years." He declares that it is
most difficult to get "accurate total figures" but that the

1 Broady, K. O. The Nebraska Plan of Enriching the Curriculum of Small High Schools.
Address before the Eighteenth Annual Convention of the National University Extension
Association, Bloomington, Ind., May 25, 1933.

Chase, Stuart. Two Hundred Thousand Students and 4,000,000 Alumni. Fortune,
7: 06-71, 911-101, June lift
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8 HIGH-SCHOOL IN8TRUCTION BY MAIL

. following table imparts a general idea of the magnitude of the
enterprise:

Total annual enrollment in correspondence
schools 750, 000

Total tuition fees paid per year (gross income) _ mr 4.m. $25, 000, 000.Number of private profit-making schools 100
Number of universities and colleges giving home

study courses 150

Of especial interest to a consideration of the use of corm-.
spondence courses on the high-school level are the following
percentages _which Mr. Chase attributes to J. S. Noffsinger,7
(I' the National Home Study Council, who found that of
107,346 students enrolled in 19 representative correspondence
schools 34 percent had a previous education equal to grade-
school or less, 46 percent had been in or had graduated from
high sch6o1, 14 percent'had done some college work, 1 percent
had graduated from college, and for 5 percent information
concerning previous eduCation was not available. Chase
also found that "students range from 14 years of age to 65,
with a median at 26. Seventy-five percent of them are above
college graduation age of 22."

Though very general in character the foregoing statistics
show that there is a great demand for correspondence courses,
that many of the persons enrolling desire instruction on the
high-school level, and that most of the persons enrolled are
still comparatively young. The data pot only indicate a
demand for such courses, but the fact that such enormous
numbers have furthered their education by means of corre-
spondence courses compel the conclusion that instruction of
this kind is feasible..

USE OF COURSES GROWING

All the available evidence seems to indicate that the
praetice of using correspondence courses as a weans of
proiiding high-school éducation is growing. More pupils
are enrolling in such courses, jarger numbers of high schools
are experimenting with these colas* and the educational
literature is giving more and more attention to the movement.
The minrement can scarcely be said to be new or untried.

7 Noffsinger, J. S. Correspondence Schools, Lyceums, Ohautauguss, New York: Mao.
=Man 0o, 193I.
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY
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9

In Canada this movement has spread from British Columbia
eastwaM until now the four Western ProvincesBritish
Columbia, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Manitp : have
developed corresp6ndence departments. Ha und this

'method successful in the elementary grades they have now
extended its use to high-school levels. In British Columbia
correspondence courses giving pu4lic-schoo1 education were
started nearly 154.2ars ago. Three years ago this service
was extended to the high school. No enrollment data are
available but shortly after this work was inaugurated an
editorial in School Review 8 said:

The Department of Education of British Columbia for more than a
year has been offering correspondence courses in high-school subjects.
During this first year applications were received from approximately
600 students, many of whom resided in remote parts of the province.

A letter from A. B. Ross, director of correspondence in-
struction in the Department.of Education of Saskatchewan,
reported that for the year 1931 courses were prepared for the
first three grades of the high 'school and that a total of 5,400
pupils were enrolled in such courses.

In Alberta, so far a4 information is available, more than
500 pupils are enrolled annually but these activities are
limited to the elementary grades. There is, however, much
enthusiasm concerning the success of correspondence lessons
for children in areas where the maintenanc,e of a regular school
is not feasible, and some work has been done looking toward
extending the service to the secondary level.

Educational authorities of Manitoba report that "for the
2 years in which we have sent out correspondence work in
grade IX we have had 500 and 600 pupils, respectively.
Next year we are adding grade X."

Public education by correspondence h also achieved con-
siderable prominence in Au.stralia and in Puerto Rico. The
Puerto Rice Department of Education 9 reports that in 6
years from 1925, when this departure was undertaken, until
1931, the date of the report, "enrollments had increased from

s High-School Correspondenoe Courses in British Columbia. School Review, 39 : 87-89,
February 1981.

Letter to C. L. Miasma% and published in his Correspondence Study of the Secondary
School Level. Doctor's Thesis, New York University, 1932.
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0 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

276 to more than 3,000." By far the most of these courses
are on the high-school level.

For ntffrly two decades various States ofAustralia have
tried out correspondence lessons as a means of brùigi
education to areas where there were too few children to main-
tain a regular school economically. Th Australian States
were probably the first to resort to correspondence as a
means of extending educational services. Descriptive ac-
counts of these activities have appeared in the educational
journals from time to time. Reference to these may be had
through the bibliography appended to this study.

On the strength of the large number of institutions offering
high-school correspondence coursos, the enrollment in a single
year in such courses in the United States of more than 12,000
pupils, the number of high schools which have endorsed woric
of this kind, and the wide success of such courses in other
countries, the evidence seems to be overwhelming that such
courses are feasible. Indeed, the indications are that the
movement holds much promise foi the ecbnomical spread
and enrichment of secondary education hi the United States.

III. WHAT ECONOMIES ARE POSSIBLE IN
SECONDARY .EDUCiiTION THROUGH ,

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES?

The economy aspects of the movement of providing or
supplementing secondary education by .the correspondence
technique must be approached frozh several angles. For
purposes of this account the potential economies which may
be effsicted by this means have been organized and will be
discussed from the standpoint of four major questions; (1)
Can correspondence courses be used to reduce the cost of
providing high-school education? (2) Can such courses be-
come the means of improving the quality of secondary edu-
cation,' thus resulting in larger returns for the school dollar?
(3) Can they be used to provide opportunities for secondary
education to isolated children without exorbitant increases
in costs? and (4) Do such comics contain possibilities of
keeping high-school graduates, persons who would normally
attend night schools, and others profitably employed and
growing educationally during this unusual time of unem-

if
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY

ployment and economic stress? There are, of course, other
ways through which this device could effie educational
economies. These will be cited ;Drily briefly.

A. SAVINGS IN PER' CAPITA COSTS

There can be no doubt that small high schools have been
establishedin many of our States without sufficient numbers
of available pupils to -make it administratively possible to
furniah an acceptable quality of secondary education at
reasonable costs. A recent study 3 showed that in 1928 there
were 130 schools in the United States which were attempt,-
ing to offer 4 years of high-school work with but a single
teacher each, and 1,195 schools were offering & 4-year program
,with only two teachers each. Indeed, it was found that the me-
dian rural high school employed but three teachers. Statistics
show that due to increasing proportions of children attending
high school there is a slight tendency for -these schools to
increase in size, but even as late as 193Whe latest comparable
figures available, nearly 55 percent or all our high schools
enroileti fewer than 100 pupils each, and more than a fourth
had enrollments of fewer than 50 pupils.

A number of prominent educators " have ciu#Ntioned the
necessity of so many small schools. They have invariably
shown 'that small schopls are expensive aiid that the quality
of theii servicei falls considerably short of what secondary
education ought to be. Through the use of correspondence
courses many of these extremely small high schools could be
eliminated. In Australia and in the western Provinces of
Canada high schools are not organized unless there is a
sufficient number of available 1,udents. In these t ountries
children who cannot afford to go away to attend school and
who cannot be economically transported begin their high-
school education by correspondence courses furnished by the
central departments of education. The costa are naturally

11 Gaumnits, W. H. The Elmallnm of America's Rural High Schools. Washington, D.C.,
Government Printing Office, 1930. (U.S. Office of Education. Bulletin, 1930, no. 13.)

11 Ashbaugh, E. J. Hth School in Every School District Means Too Mrkny Small Schools.
School Die, 14 :1311-1&5, Mt, March 1929. Combs, M. L. Efficiency in Relation to Size
of High School, Richmond, Va., State Department of Education, Division of Rwearoh and
Surveys, 15=-N. Holy, T. C. Distribution of County High Sch_ Educational Ramerch
Bulletin, 9 : 412-418, October 1930. (College of Education, OhiÒ sLs. Wulversity.)
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much lower than when' schools are maintained for small
numbers of pupils.

The effort of our high schools to meet the needs of so
cosmopolitan a group of children as now annually present
themselves for enrollment in our high schools is resulting in
an ever-increaaing number of courses. Efforts on the part
of high schools to prepare their pupils for the growing com-
plexities of modern onomic and social lifé have resulted in
the practice.of off several curnPcula, each accompanied
with large numbers of elective courses. With elimination of
many pupils in their progress through high schoCA the junior
and senior classes, where elective courses are most prevalent,
have a tendency to become small. This tendency is aug-
mented by the necessity on the part of pupils of making up
certain subjects needed for bigh-sthooli graduation or of
supplyLng certain deficiencies for college entr4nce. All of
this means the multiplication of classes and a tendency to
reduce the number of pupils per class

recent survey of 72 Ohio counties found that a total
of 94 high-school classes enrolled but I. or 2 pupils each;
it found a total of 697 other classes enrolling 3 to 5 pupils
each. In a study of 263 high schools in the State of Oregon
with a total of 6,753 classes, Stetson 3 found that 14.7 percent
of these classes enrolled only from 1 to 5 pupils each, 20.2
percent had 6 to 10 pupils, 18.2 percent had 11 to 15 pupil,,
17.6 percznt had 16 to 20 pupils, and only 29.3 percent ot
the classes had more than 20 pupils each. "The most
strihng point in this summary", Stetson concludes, "is the
fact that more than one third of the 6,753 classes did not
enroll more than 10 pupils each and one seventh had fewer
than 6 pupils."

Ferriss, Gaumnitz, and Brammeil 14 report in Monograph
No. 6 of the National Survey of Secondary Education CLEO in
a representative number of schools enrolling few*er than 40
high-school pupils they found an average of 9 pupils per

LI Collins, M. garb. Tutorial Needs of Ohio High &tools. Zdneational Rosser& Bails.
tin, 9 : 21111-210, AWL' jt3ß-

9 Stetson, F. R. The Orgazdzatim and Administration ot Standard High Ado*, ttni
venity ci Oregon, Education Serial. vol. 2, no. 7, pp. 2 71-272.

14 Perrin, E. N., Gaumnits., W. H., and Brammal, P. Roy. The 8miDs S000ndary
Malls. National Survey ot Secondary Education, Washingtdk D.O., Government Printing
Moe, 1933. (U.S. Moe of Education, BalkUn 1912, po. 17, Monograph No. &)
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 13

teacher; in 'tchools of.41 to 75 pupils there were 13 pupils to
each teacher;' in schools enrolling 76 to 150 there were 16
pupils per teacher; in those with enrollments of 151 to 300
there were 20 pupils per teacher; and in schools larger than
300 there were 25 pupils far each teacher. The average
number of teachers per school was 'found to be 3, 4, 7, 10,
and 18 in the respective enroKnent groups. Since these data
dealt with high schools, all of which offered complete pro-
grams for44- years

\
high-school work, it is clear that many

of the classes were vmry small.

OHIO'S TUTORIAL PLAN

Data such as those cited could be multiplied. The facts
submitted are illustrative of the general practice of our high
schools of permitting many classes to function which enroll
small numbers of pupils. We cannot escape the conclusion
that when schools and classes are small the per capita costa
are inordinately high. Indeed, it has been abundantly
shown by various studies that until a school reaches an'
enrollment of about 300 pupils the per capita costa bear gm
inverse ratio to the size of the school. There is no doubt that
correspondence lessons could be used to eliminate many of
these small schwls and classes. Indeed, this it the major
purpose advanced by some of the advocates of the use of
this device. In Ohio a scheme was develo iihereby all
classes enrolling fewer than a given number of pupils were to
be abandoned. Groups, of childreh needing certain specific t

high-school courses were to be provided for by a tutorial
system, under tvhich these pupils were to be assembled for
certain initial iistructi6n8 and to be given moie ór less self-
administrative lesson materials involving the best character-
istics of correspondenbe lessons. They were then to work at
home or in any other convenient place near home. The
scheme provided for a tutor who asgigns the lesson materials
preparid by subject-matter specialists in the State Depart-.
ment of Eduqation, who reads and corrects tile study prod-
ucts, and who kee scheduled (Act) hours, say once a week,
at a ekrtain central point to which pupils might come for
guidance and help. According to those evolving the scheme
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14 HIGH OOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

"the tutorial plan wai worked out to embrace the oonven-
knees of the correspondence method, together with the
advantages of the contract plan." 14 The author might have
added that it also involves certain aspects of " peripatetic "-or
"itinerant"' teaching. In the matter of costs preliminary
investigatibns in connectión with the Ohio plan showed that
reductions could be effected from approximately $25 per
pupil "-!_,-subject found for the small classes abandoned
to about $10 for the same unit of instruction under the.plan
urilizing the correspondence technique.

In A recent address before the American Council on Edu-
cation, Dr. A. A. Reed " of the University of Nebraska cited
seven primary objectives or functions which an experiment
with correspondence courses in high school has revealed as
attainable.

Second in his list is economy in the operation of schools.
He asserts that "many high schoolit large and small are in-
etructing class groups so small that supervised correspond-
ence work would be much less costly." He declares that
this objective has assumed a place of especial importance
during the, prepent period of economic distress. Doctor
Reed points out that the substitution of correspondenCe
study for many courses offered on the tiaditional plan has
made it possible to close some of the smallest high schools,
to eliminate many small classes, and to accomplish the same
or better results _with 'fewer teachers. "From information
available," he reports, "it appears that the financial savings
from the use of a combination of classes and alternation of
subjects, together with the use of supervised correspondence
study as applied to the small high schools in Nebraska would
amount to approximately a million dollars a year."

COMPARISON OF COSTS

Comparatively little exact data can be found to show
definite reductions in costs which can be attributed tAzi the use
of correspondence lessons. The whole question is involved
with the problem of the number, variety, and quality of

" Baker, H. W. The Tutorial Plan for Ohio Schools. Zducatiogni Rama) Bulletin,
: 1lased,.11-132,

A. A. Nebraska's Szperinmpat with Rural High Sobools. Iducadonal Bawd,
throb 1930.
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courses a school attempts to offer, the pupil-teacher ratio .

resulting, and sizes of classes maintained. Thire is, how-
ever, considerable information which shows that such courses
cost comparatively less than courses offered in reeiaence.

By letter, Earl T. Platt, in charge of the Nebraska experi-
ment, cited the following,result of a study comparing the cost
of correspondence instruction in a certain school with costa
under the traditional plan' during the previous year:

In terms of money spent and education purchased, correspondence
study was found to be an excellent investment. Such courses were
offered to 14 pupils, 6 in history of English literature and 8 in second-
year lAtin. The total cost, figured with a safe margin for supplies and
deterioration of texta, was $177.72. The total was arrived at in the
following manner:

Cost of fees for 14 courses at $7 each $98. 00
Cost of matriculation 14. 00
Cost of stamps and envelopes at $0.03 per lesson per

pupil it 72
Cost for paper, ink, pens, deterioration on texts, etc.. 56. 00

Total test $177. 72
This proved to be a cost of $12.70 per pupil subject. That is, the
school district spent $12.70 for each pupil in each subject. During the
year previous to the introduction of the correspondence courses the .

cost per pupil subject given in residence was MS&
The figures Allowing costa of correspondence courses are for

the year 1929-30 and those for the traditional courses are for
the Previous year. The ffgures are exact, a44 since they
predate the depression they are believed to represent fair
comparisons.

Supt. S. C. Mitchell,'s who evolved the Benton Harbor
plan under which he employed correspondence lessons de-
veloped and sold by commercial correspondence schools,
declares that courses given by correspóndence are cheaper
than any taught in the traditional way. By the simple
procedure of finding the total cost of *each class and dividing
this by the number of pupils enrolled he found the per stu-
dent subject costs for a year of instruction as indicated
for the following several departments of 'his high school:

Is Mitchell, I. C. Tata Baden Harbor Realomy Maws. American School
Bard Journal, $t: 1041, April MS.
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Agriculture,
Home economics_ _

Physical science
Mathematics
Foreign language_ _

Social seienoes

HI GH-6CH 00 L INSTRUCTION B Y MAIL

$23. 05 Natural sciences_ _ _ ______
______ 17. 31 Manual arta 10. bo

14. 60 Commercial 1o. so
12. 92 English i 9. 26

_ _ _ _ 11. 28 Correspondence 7. 01
11. 23

He points out that "the actual cost to the student varies
with die type of correspondence course he takes. Obviously
some courses will be more expensive than .4:111:Taers. At pivsent
this cost seems to run between one and five dollars for a
per pupil semester subject unit of work." Superintendent
Mitchell has been a pioneer in the field of employing corm-
spondence courses in high school. fie inaugurated this
departure in 1923. His long experience with this type of
instruction should qualify him to speak on the question of
relative costs. Another superintendent l* who has made :lion-

,

siderable use of correspondence courses in high school has
"f6und that "correspondAnce study is in no wise prohibitive.
J,n fact the per capita cost is often Iees than %hat of many
couzses now being offered in high i)chool."

46fauver, Noll, and Drake a concluded from the replies
received from 48 high schools relating to the question of
cost and other administrative problems that: "On the whole,
it is evident that this type of instruction is used with consider-
'able success by a number of small high schools. They :ire
pleased with the result and iNegard the practice favorably.
It is not expel:wive as compared with the cost of adding to
the staff and the equipment." Inaividual reports declared"it decreases administrative costs."

According to a study by Wisseman," made during the year
1931 of 13 universities and 18 teachers colleges which fur-
nished high-school correspondence couzses, tuitions and fees
were found to range from $8 to $44 per high-school credit,
.the verage cost being about $18.50 per pupil per subject
per yvear.

In a itudy of 15 State universities, Bittner and Mallory "
found a range in costs per high-school correspondence coune

Wpoden, IL Z. espervird Corrapoodencis Sturdy tar Rigb-labssi Popes:
Calk. Baciord, ID: 40-412, ffisbnasry

a OP- ea.
Wimessa, C. L. Camispootints Study sa the ilseaudes7 'shod lard.theist N. York
op,
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 17

from $10 to $30, with an. average per capita cost of about
$19 per subject per year. Several other State universities
were found to charge on the basis of assignments, or they
quoted different prices for succeeding courses from the first
course. The University of Chicago quoted a price per half
unit of $25 if paid for separately, but by paying $47 at one

s time a person might have 2 half units, and by paying OS at
one time 3 half-unit courses.. Columbia University quoted
185 for the fint course and $35 for each succeeding course
up to. 16. High-school correspondence courses are furnished
by the State Department of Education of Massachusetts
at an average cif $4.50 per half-year course and $8 per full-
year course. The University of Nebraska a has recently
announced a price of $8 per student semester s'ubject and a
registration fee of $1 per student. This institution further
announces that if schools wish to purchase courses to be
used as individualized instruction material, the courses are
available at the folloiring prices:

Aid Bad
1 to 4 *viesi sl 25 40 to 69 to*. SO. 86
5 to 9 oopkr , 1 15 60 to ?copies99 . 75
10 to 111 copies 1. 05 100 ocopke or more_ _ _ _ _
20 to 39 corks . 06

1

To the costs given above must often be added costa of
postage, textbooks, and sometimes examination fees. Since
each pupil is expected to carry four subjects, the average per
pupil cost for a full year of high-school instruction by corre-
spondence niay be estimated from the various figures given'
to be about, $75 to $80 per year. ÇompariQ these to $122,
the approximate per capita costa for regular high-school in-
struction in 4 cities'of the United States for 1930, we see
clearly that costs for oorrespondomice instruction are consid-
erat4y lower~IlliNper caplita cost of $122 per year for high-
sc400l instruction in residence does not include any charges for

'administrative -control,. operation, maintenance, financing,
anti the like. Of course, when correspondence courses are
taken as a part of the regular high-school program some of
the overhead costa must in fairness also be charged to pupils

Einparrioad CaTinvondsace Study. University Eitassian News, vol. 13, no. So Jan.
IS, IOW
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18 HIGH -SCHOOL IN STRU CTI ON BY MAIL

pursuing Bach courses. It shohld oliobe borne in mind that
the per capita ousts of regular high-school instruction given
above are for city schools only, a general figure for all high
schools not- being available. Since the pupil-teacher ratios

schools th
the

per capita costs of instruction for all schools

re much lower in smaller high schools than in the larger

would probably be considerably higher than $122 per year.
Although most of the progress made in the use-of corm-

spondence lessons in high school has been motivated by pur-
poses other than merely cutting costs tbe evidence is conclu-
sive that t1 device does have the possibilities of saving
money. Wherever oorrespondence study oosts are compared
to those for traditional instruction the testimony is most
favorable to the oorrespondence procedure. Director Har-
greaves, of British Columbia, where correspondence oourses
have been used for about 15 years, writes: "You.may tiike
my word for it, this is the best spent money in British Colum-
bia and gives entire satisfaction to parents and pupils." And
the commissioner of education of Puerto Rico reports "Thè
cost per capita for secoildary instruction by the Burpau (of
Extension) is $10.87, while for the (regular) public schoolsit
is $63, approximately."

As has beAn pointed out the matter of determining the
actual costs of correspondence lessons is most difficult.
Wherever the practice prevails of obtaining sucb courses from
the extension department of universities and colleges such
courses are prepared, the ieturns read and criticized as a
regular pirt of the institutions' service to the State. Pro-
fessors often do the work on a part-time basis. The actual
costs to the State can, tlierefore, scarcely be ascertained.
No safe estimates can at this time be undertaken of actual
savings possible through die use of correspondence lessons.
Should they come into wide use it rems obviáus that the
preparation of such lessons could be undertaken cooperatively
by several States, their administration could bevme central-
ized, and the work more or less standardized. By these means
the costa of production and administration of such courses
could undoubtedly be reduced below what they now ark
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B. ECONOMICAL IMPROVEMENT AND ENRICH MENT
OF SECONDARY ED.UCATION THROUGH

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

The question which has chiefly motivated those interasted
in intioducing the correspondence technique into the hig11
schools of this country has obviously been enrichment am,
improvement of secondary education rather than merely
reducing cost. Important as the latter aspect of the move-
ment is, it is probably a point more pertinent to economy to
inquire rigorously into the question of what a large number
of our high schools are now purchasing for the dollar ex-
pended. It has been widely maintained that the chief prob-
lem of secondary education, especially in the more spartely
settled communities, is tbe very limited and stereotyped
offerings constituting the high-school program. Numerous
studies have shown that excePObin tho larger communities the
high-echool curriculum is largely limited to college prepara-
tory coames. Vocational courses, fields of study more ci
related to modern life, co.urses of peculiar and vital interest:
or value to individual pupils have commonly been abut out
for want of staff, room, time, and most of all, because of the
excessive costs entailed in the multiplic:ation of small classes.
Now more than ever *educators have the responsibility of
cbecking the product as well as the production methods to
assure themselves that the schools are really rendering the
vital services which they thight %render.

Perhaps the most comprehensive plan thus far evolved
for'the enrichment and vitalization of secondary education,
especially in our smaller .schools, is now being worked out
in Nebraska." This plan involves three major procedures:
(1) Alterwition of classes, (2) locally administered individual
instruction, and (3) supervised correspondence study. Defi-
nite programs and schedules have been worked out and
as *ill be seen below excellent results are being obtained.

Only in a general waT can the advantages found by the
Nebraska experiment be cited as a direct saving in costa.
'The economy featuns of most of the advantages cited must,

Ara

Broady, L O. Platt, E.7., and Ball, M. D. Practical Prooedares kr Enriching the
Currisulum of Small High &shook. University of Nebraska, Educational Wows**
No. 2, June 192°
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20 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTIO(BY MAIL

be sought in terms of more and better high-school education
so greatly needed, especially in the smaller communities.
The task this institution has set itself has been to demon-
strate in selected high schools strategically located the place
of correepondence lessons in a comPletely reorganized scheme
of secondary education. A grant of $5,000 has been given
by the Cariaegie Pbundation to the University of Nebraska
to help to defray the eipenses of investigating ways and
mains by which the educational seririces of the small high
school may be improved. A bulletin entitled "Practical
Procedures kir Enriching the Curriculums- of Small High
Schools Li, and a number of additional printed and mimeo-
graphed circulars have been issued by the university describ-
ing various aspects of the experiment.

Besides savings in costs those in cbarge of the Nebraska
experiment envisage a long list of advantages resulting to
high-school education from courses by correspondence.
Publications emanating from this source point out first of
all that by this means the subject offerings may be increased.
They e that "only by the use of supervised correspond-
ence stu s y can the special interests and abilities of all high-
school pupils be cared for. Every administrator knows that
ti force all those who a to high -school to take college
preparatory work certainly results in giving many of the
pupils courses that are not suited to them."

ADVANTAGES OF CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

Some "specific advantages" that grow out of or are closely
related to the enrichment of secondary education by corre-
spondence courses pointed out by theft publications are:
(1) Provisions may thereby be made for problem and gifted
pupils. .Without some unusual device like correspondence
lessons the mailer schools are unable to provide for the
peculiar needs of the various deviates. (2) Provisions may
be made for irregular students through this means. The
mm44frequent difficulty with alternation of courses in the
smaller schools, An administrative device commonly used to,
reduce some of the.many small cl arises in connection
with' the irregular pupils, that is to saY, those who must
start late in the year, those who have 'raved in from another
school district, or* those who have for other reasons been
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 21

retarded. These irregular pupils can very handily be cared
for by supervised correspondence study, thereby leaving in
full operation any schedule built upon alternation. (3)
Worth-while courses may be provided by supervised corre-
sponden'ce lessons' for postgraduates or for adults who wish
to continue their .education. (4) Through correts;pondence
lossons, schools may make available instruction in vocational
dubjects. Small schools especially have thus far been unable
to offer the opportunity for growth or oFientation in the
vocations which so often are of all-absorbing interest to some
of the pupils attending.

A number of other important uses of supervised correspond-
ence courses, closely related to the enrichment and vitaliza-
tion of secondary eAucation, have been revealed by the
Nebiaska experiment. It was found that by this means the
teaching load of the administrator could be decreased, thus
leaving time for gnimitly needed study and solution of super-
visory and administrative problems. It was also found that
correspondence materials could be used to supplement and
enrich the educational activities of the regular classes.
Schools have found it feasible to purchase correspondence
courses in their entirety at the beginning pf the course.
These the teachers have used to supplement their regular
work or to conduct on a supervised study-basis two or more
related courses At the same time. Greater individualization
of instruction has also been, y use ef these
materials.

The costs have been found to be nominal and decidedly
justified by the results obtained. .Still another advantage
found for supervised correspondence lessons in high schools
was that it provided a higher type of instruction than could
otherwise be given in subjects for which,. teachers are not
prepared, but which, especially in the smaller schools, they
are so frequently called upon to teach.

TYPES OF CORRESPONDENCE COURSES CHOSEN
1

1 finite proof of the fact that pupils attending high schools
desire lines of study 'and preparatir which are not now being
offered in our high schools can be had by an examination of
the types of courses chosen by those who are taking corm,.
spondence courses both as a part of their work in a regular

4.
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22 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

high school or direct frOm a correspohdence school on th
own initiative.

Superintendent Mitchell 26 writes: " More than 400 COUrSe8
are available to the boys and girls of Benton Harb.or through
the correspondence department. . . . Practically all of the
courses are directly vocational. With this number and
variety a boy or girl who wants to learn can gist good training
for .almost anything he can think of. . . . At present there
are 136 students enrolled in A2 different (correspondence)
c9urses." They are listed as follows:
Mechanical drawing
Pupils' automotivé
Electrical to

Salesmanship_ _

High-school subjects
Architectural drafting
Advertising
Special mathematics
,Tool desigg

___ a .1I..

49 Civil service
15 Ship drafting
14 Commercial, business manage-
11 ment, commercial art, and
10 blueprint reading, each__.
10 Landscape garditning, car-
6 tooning, and sheet-metal
5 drafting, each
4

4
3

Wisseman secured information from 65 pupils who had
completed a total of 77 correspondence courses. These
courses were grouped under 10 subjects and pupil enrollments
were found to be as follows:
Mechanics
Related arts
Business courses
Radio
Poultry-

32
10
8
7
5

Engineering
Academic subjects
Electricity, civil service, and

farming

4

He points out that all but 11 of these courses are technical
and vocational. Mechanics, radio, and related arts, such as
drawing, painting, and decorating, prove to be the most
Popular.

C. CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AS A MEANS OF ECONOM-
ICALLY PROVIDING SECONDARY EDUCATION IN

SPARSELY SETTLED COMMUNITIES

A third procedure by which high-sliool correspondence
courses can become a means to economy in education is that
of providing secondary education in certain sparsely settled
areas in whick there are too few pupils to warrant the estab-
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lishment 'and maintenance of a high school and where trans-
portation to existing schools is not feasible. Except for
older persons this particular use of high-school correspondence
lessons has not had, so far as this author knows, extensive

ii developmeni in the United States. Educational authorities
of other countries, particularly in the several states of
Australia and the western provinces of Canada, have defi-
nitely recognized this possibility in correspondence lessons.
Indeed, it bcems to be the chief purpose motivating this type
of service in "these countries. Whereas the development is
still in its beginning stages, having been in progress on, the
high-school level only 2 or 3 years, the movement is
showing rapid growth and is winning wide approval. Assist-
ant Deputy Minister C. K. Rogers, of the Province of
Manitoba, in a letter declares that "for the 2 years in which
we have sent out correspondence work in grade IX. (thus
far limited to. this grade) we have had 500 and 600 pupils,
respectively. Next year we are adding grade X. These
courses have proved the necessity for such an arrangeinent
in these times. Ordinarily the rural school pupil on comple-
tion of grade VIII could get the money to attend the nearest
high-school center for his secondary education. Practically
all of the stddents now enrolled in grade_ IX with us would
have' gone without high-school education altogether if they
had not been able to get the work by correspondence."

His letter further states that: "In several cases where the
enrollment in an outlying school district gets very small, we
close the school and put the children on correspondence les-
sons. It is much more economical than operating the
school since we are able to provide for these children at a per

1 capita cost of about $14."
In the United States we have made it our goal to provide

secondary education to every child who desires to attend
high school. As a result we have, as pointed out above,
established grieat numbers of highò schools, many of them too
small as operated at present to provide an acceptable quality
of education and nearly always expensive. We have made
wide use of transportation, have resorted to dormitories, and
have developed ingenious schemes of organization; all of
them calculated to bring secondary education to the child, but
nearly always the results have been expensive whén com-
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24 HIGH t OOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

pared to high-sclioill costs in the larger centers, especially
when quality of work was considered.

But despite the very large number of high schools with
inordinately small enrollments and teaching staffs and with
the special methods employed there are still a great many
children, especially those living in the rural communities,
who are not attending high schools and who under prasent
administrative setups cannot attend such schools. For the
Nation as a whole the United States Office of Education has
derived reliable estimates which show that in 1930 only
about 68 percent of all children 14 to 17 years of entered
high schools. Thesoolgtimates tits° showed that abut 95
percent of those within these age groups who live in the cities
reach this level of education and that only about 41 percent
of those living in centers of 2,500 or fewer population reach
the high school. Further statistics could be adduced to show
that in the more sparsely settled States, and especially in the
rural areas of such States, the proportion of children con-
tinuing their education as far as high school is very much
smaller than the percentages shown above.

Several studies have clearly shown that the availability of
a high school within a reasonable distance from a child's home
is one of the most important factors which determine whether
or not a child continues to this level of education. After an
exhaustive study of the factors affecting high school attend-
ance Palm " concluded that the more high schools there are
per 10,000 people the greater the' proportion of children
attending such schools. From a study of 13 Seates Troia "
found a positive correlation between the proportion of rural
children attending high schools and the number of such
schools available per population unit of 0.94. He draws the
conclusion that "evidently the way to secure attendance of
rural children at high school is to provide high schools near
to the children's homes." Bringing high schools nearer to
rural children's homes means, of course, more small high
schools or other expensive metbs of providing secondary
education.

17 Palm, R. R. The Factors of Size of High School and Poll k_s;- of Secondary Edu-
cation in the United States. Master's thesis, UniverWty at Minnesota,

Is Trozel, O. L. Btats Control of Se--ridary Education. Baltimore, Wamtek, and Ycek,
1931
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A study by Cook and Gaumnitvz n of the whole problem of
the availability of schools in rurs1 communities showed that
in most of %the States there are considerable numbers of
children who live so far from the schools upon which they
must depend for their educational progress that either they
cannot attend at all or their attendance is greatly handi-
capped. This condition is particularly true when children
reach the level of high school.

EDUCATION WITHOUT SCHOOLS

Correspondence lessons are being used in other lands, and
they obviously also have possibilities in this country, as a
means of bringing more and better education to isolated
iural children. Indeed they are already being used in this
manner in this country. Wisseman a° found that óf 419
pupils pursuing high-school courses b correspondence 47.9
percent lived within 2 miles of a 4-y high school, 18.6 per-
cent lived between 2 d 5 miles rom sudi a school, 17.1
percent lived 5 to 10 miles away, and 16.4 percent livfml 10
miles or more away. Of this total number only aboi, one
third lived near routes affording transportation to such
schools. Of a total of 606 reasons given by pupi,isjor taking
high-school work by correspondence according to Wisseman
32 stateOefinitely that the "distance to high school was too
great" ind 59 others revealed "no 4-year high school in my
community."

ti some Tian pould be devised whereby such isoláted
children could be guided and supervised in their efforts to do
high-school work by colTbespondence ktter results could of
course be obtained than ifsuch courses are pursued va out

'on. In Manitoba, Canada, the plan for high hool
rrespondence provides that "all students who e fot

grade IX correspondence courses must, if possiblef attend
the nearest rural school. Such students must attend regu-
larly, work diligently, and in no way interfere with the regular
routine of the school." By this plan a place and time is
provided for regular study, certain reference books and other

a Cook, K. M. and Ga-umn(tz, W. H. Availability a' &Amok in Rural Communitka)
National Society for the Study of Education, Thirtieth Yearbook, pt. I, oh. III, Bloom-
ington, III., Pubilo School Publishing Co., 1931.
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26 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

educational materials are made available, and the help and
guidance of a teacher is assured.

The tutorial plan 31 experimented with in Ohio also assuies a
way of providing definite supervision for correspondence
courses. A ftw years ago Windes " outlined a plan for pro-
viding secondary education in rural communities which
made use of individualized lesson units similar to corre-
spondence lessons, but which provided for thorough guidance
and supervision. Under this plan pupils were not to be

into classes or to meet for recitations. Modifi-
catiorfiz of this plan so as to include correspondence lessons
wo r seem to have much promise. Possibly some combi-
nati n of corre3adence lessons with the use of itinerant
teachers who could provide guidance and supervision would
result in a workable scheme for making available an accept-
able quality of secondary education in localities where there
are too few children to warrant the establishment and main-
tenance of a high school. The preparation and grading of
such lessons would probably haye to be placed in the hinds of
specialists either working out of State departments of edu-
cation or in connection with extension departments of uni-
versities. In Ohio the plan provides for traveling teachers
who are expected to keep office hours at scheduled times and
at central places to which pupils pursinng hizh-echool
courses by corres once can come for guidaneak and super-
vision.

D. POSSIBILI.IES OF HIGH-SCHOOL CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES IN ECONOMICALLY EXTENDING THE

SERVICES OF THE HIGH SCHOOL

A problem which at the present time is of especial concern
to school administrators is how to take care of th. 14 owing
numbers of pupils who have graduated from high school but
who for various rea&ons wish to continue their education
locally. Many of these would normally have gone to college
but shrunken family budgets and failure o find opportunities
to earn a part of their 'college expel - often compel such_

persons either to become idle or to con ue their educatiop as

81 Op. cit.
Winds, E. E. Possibilities of Individuatimi IzatructIon Sinai High, Schools. SchoDI

and Society, 21 : 489-493, Apr. 25, 1925.
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best they can a nome. The scarcity of gainful employment
is also causing many other persons to wish to -continue their
interrupted education. This whole situation involves both
a problem of social economy difficult to measure in dollars
and cents and an economy of edulitional expenditures. It
would seem infinitely more profitaMe for society to enlarge
and intensify" the educational opportunities of such persons
than to cast them out to shift for themselves at a time when
there is nothing to do but tot devélop habits -of loafing,
become a "wandering boy or girl problem', or to resort to
questionable if not antisocial Ictivities as a means of occupy-

lvas Etin 27

ing their time.
Some of the problems resulting from any effort to open the

high schools to postgraduates are: Additional overloading of
teachers, overcrowding of the school facilities, and expendi-

*-rture of additional funds at a time *hen such expenditures
must be dontracted. School authorities general& recognize
the need for opening the high schools to these people at this
tinie and they would gladly do so. But lack of funds and
facilities compel them to act contrary to their convictions in
the matter.. In manjr places the night schools 'are being
abandoned as a means of retrenchment. This further en-
forces' idleness and cute off educational growth at the very
time when these services of the schools are especially im-
portant.

It is now suggested that correspondence courses be usea to
provide for such students. These courses naturally demand
far less attention from the teachers than regular classroom
instruction; studentli can prepare their cbrrespondence

. lessons at home, in public libraries, or they. can use the school
facilities after the iegular school hours. In a review. of
"Instruction by Mail in Massachu*setta," E. Everett Clark "
points out that correspondence courses are being used in that
State both for' high-school postgraduate work and in lieu of
regular evening high-school classes.

Stifi another use of high-school correspondence lemons
which might he made both a social and a monetary economy
relate., to the idea advanced especially by those studying the
problem in Nebraska, namely, instruction to persons who are

a Clark B. liverett. Indroolion by mall in -14 ¡walks. School Liis, 17 : 188, June L.
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28 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

physically handicapped or who because of temporary or
extended illness cannot attehd the regular high 'schools.
Education in school for such special groups must of necessity
be expensive. Because of the need for special equipmept,
special instructional procedures, and special groilping, higher
per capita costa result than with nornial children. For
example, in many cases special transportation must be pro-
vided or instruçtors must be. sent to the homes.. There is also
the very important fact that often the educational progress
of such children is not Provided for at all. As a result those
who for various periods of time cannot attend the regular
schools fall behind their grades and often find it most difficult
to adjust themselves to the whole situation.. For many such
persons it is now proposed to provide high-school education
by means of correspondence lessons.

IV. WHERE MAY RELIABLE HIGH-SCHOOL
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

BE OBTAINED
In order that those in gharge of schools and óther persons

interested in ,the possibilities of providing or supplementing
courses in secondary education by correspondenCe may
know where such courses may be obtained, an attempt
here be made to give the latest possible list of institutions

. providing'such courses and insofar as possible to cite the par-
ticular courses which each offers. There are, of couzsi), many
classes and .typgs of correspondence schools. Noffainger 84
classified them on the basis of ownership and control- into
three groups: Public, quasi-public, and private.' Under the
first he placed those- correspondence ichools which are con-

.
nected with various State and endowed universities and col-
leges; the'second group ihcludes those schools commonly run
in connection Vith some industry 'whose ownership and con-
trol are usuall in the hands of corporations; and in, the.
group he places those owned and controlled by individuals,
partnerships, or stock companies. This section of the study
will be interested chiefly iii the first group. Data conceiving
the last two groups are for the most part difficult to obtain.

s Op. oft.
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Most of alai* schools adhere to no definite standards because
of rather frequent changes in their location, their manage-
mimt, mid their offerings. Many of the private schools are
owned (and sometimes manned) by a single person ; others are
huge corpotations capitalized at millions of dollars, having
long histories and lông rosters of employees and courses.

Plans and policies in public colleges and universities also
show so much shift: that it is diffiCult to present accurate or
complete lista of schools offering high-school correspondence
courses or the particular courses offered. The data to be pre-
sented in this list were chiefly taken from a study by Alder-
man " and the unpublished chapter of Bittner and Mallory."
The data for the former are for 1928-29. For the latter the
exact date of the data could not be established but the general
study from which they come wEis begun in 1929.

s

TABLIC 1. Institutions offering high-school courses- by mail, and tits
courses offered

Location: Name of institution High-school correspondence muses
offered

ALMIATA

Universfty

ARIZONA

Phoenix_

A ¡MAMA'

Conwair

ÇAurcsent

Berkeley

-1DoLosano

Oliott.
le Op. cit.

University 61 Alabama__ . _ . _

Phoenix Union High School
(Junior College).

Arkansas State Teachers Col-
lege.

University Of Arkansas_

IP

Ubjversity of

University el Colorado..

No courses offered especially for high-
school students but certain collegiate
courses are available to high-school
Pupas-

hIgh-echool subjects aloe% those re-
quiring laboratory work, and indus-
trial work.

High-eohoel subject&

Do.

Commercial subjects, English, mathr
amities, history, classical languages,
modern isniuMes, s kw other subject&

history, classical
languages, an other subjects.
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TASIA 1./mi:4u/ions' offeiitifp h. h-school courses bp nesi, and tAe
courms offereAlCon Un uad

norrtiali T

Lactrwtoo- -

array

Louisville
arehead . .

Boston_

id INKINOT

Minneapotia

Mammas

Columbia

Cape Clitranlean.

NZSILASKA

Nay ¡miff
Nat linsainrick....

U ol vanity al Kaatorky

kiwycy State 'Nether* Col-
lar&

Simmons U al reran y .

State reaohen

Louisiana University.

Stabs Department of gams-

University al Minnesota

Univanity of Missouri...

Stale Teachers College.

University of Nebraska.. .

State Tumbles College

Rutgers University ,111.1100. 10, 10 11.

4

....,.
114th-ooboral art erpoodentwoomus

Well%

0.0.1rAn,
mathematics, rural management

Airiodit" eduastkin, EniftLk
pity, history,

English, general biology, himary
No dat&

Algebra. geometry.

(Mars mars titan KO °norm in a wide
range oi b-citb Wismar*, muite
art drawing, Roglirdi. bridals !muftis.
history, ar000rniaa. sociology, educe-
tion, mythology, raethemsam edema,
commercial, and technical iaah)eots

Itrwaish, znatbionaLka, commercial rrab-
'eats, modern homage.

kgriankerre4 erow-mice,
Ilib, gatmerry, Germs, hntory,
trigonometry.

Agriculture, busbies, commerce, Eau
bsb, 11110V110y, histarY, kinalblat
1111111141131SUCII, music, edema.

Art, mechanical &swift, typewriting,
faxist:wr.rd, bookkeeping, Ilt-
gnaw% )ournal --Lwa Latihn4

&While advanced
0iry, basliktfai
obtantery, pby frashrnAA ariwIt..&-
tics and guidance, en:manic geog-

algebra, plane geometry,
/Wraps= history, American history.

Business ete-wm.V..-_---
Tios,

m4attankal drawing, i &swim,
oho% tr*G0M1107.

Name of Institution
s.

cared

M

....
M

LOCill111

Demo licaga.....

Mmaarainvve

_

Liman

College ......

State

tioa.

....

Civiak Ugh*, hisicr7, Latta,

seism&
geogra-

inatbeastbak edema.

algebra, Rag-
Latin,

Wish,
Tree*

algetwa, trigosom-
Uvt eral Meow

MOM
Raglieh, Latin,

bushman Zsglish,
Inglisb, Wary, mathematics,

,
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32 HIGH-8CROOL INSTRUCTION BY WAIL

TABLZ I .-7-buttittitions offering kelh-s-chool oouree4 by mail, and tAe
coursso offer Coo Un ued

Locative

Nita

Silver City...

N rir Y oas

Nevi Vail! City.
KeulukPark

Noire, DAlot,

Grand Parts..

rarso ......

Omo

Toledo

LIAISON

Norman....

Stillwater

Edmond
Ada

Zogsne

rummy
State

Name ot institution

State Tesebers College

Cohunbis t: al remit y

Kinks College.

Htgbbix1 correspondence mums
offered

C i vie. F caltsh, history mathematics,
paniala

ubect o the e- year higb-eobool warm
Halle study

1' al remit y oi North Dak mmeraisi NU Meet& Wish,It foreign
languages, mathernatios science, social
edema

North Dakota Agricultural Buenas sub)ents in regular high-eobool
College courses, practical agriculture

Stat Normal and industrial Ancient history, modern history, sod-
School. okie

tat. John's Urdrendty....

University of Okliema....

Oklahoma Agricultural and
Mearanical College

State Teachers College
do.

University ot Oregon_

rani& State °Wage

Normal and Industrial School.

A lesbm, A isaneari 11101=7, visa, corn-
mark English, general history, geom.
tr7, Latin.

A r, fulfill% bookkeeping, English,
French, government, history, Latin,
soak shorthand; tYPing

Agriculture, economics, 'English, history,
mathematics, physiak

Biology, English, history, mathematics.
ngiiih, *Algebra. plane geometry, history,
oominereial geography, physical geog-
raphy,. psfabology, eoonomios, axltb

Biology, botany, drawing, monomial,
education, Wish and litsreture,
geology, heal educatit" htitcs7,

languellis PhYD-
socioiogy.

Eixtlish language and litraturs, histat7.
Wine shorthand, and typewriting.

University at Tainsnea. Prastinally an asoondarrechooi subjects.
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TABU& I.Institutions offering hifk-echool oourees by mail, and the
courses offeredContinuod

Taxis

Austin

Lubbock

A Wane

11 ants ville .

Canyon

U

Salt Lake City .

Logsn
St George_

NILSZLII 0 TON

Seattle

Past= .

114' SST V1111017414

Huntington!! . - -

Wmiser=

_

MUwankes ..... -

WT0111111143 1

Laramie

Name of institution

UniTtemity of Tau* ....

T Technological College..

A Wane Christian College

Sam Houston State
College

ast Tams State
Cakes

Teachers

Teachers

t'arersi(y of Utah

State Avioultural College .

l)itie College_

nirenity ot Washington.

State Gasp of Washington..

Collars

New Ilivw State School

University of W isoonsin

State Teaclisrs Collage

%11

University 01 W

H tgb-echool correspondence mums
attired

Algebra. American literature, bookkeep-
ing, business administration, English
Usury, English literature, Esperanto,
geometry, history, )ournalism, trtgo-
most

All stib)ects Oral in higbaectool residence
('urses wept laboratory sreence

Bible, soma:nice, education, English,
geography, history, borne economics,
Latin, mathematics, psyrbology,
oiogy , Spanish.

Agriculture, biology, business adminis-
tration, English, newt, geography,
history, mathematics, Smash.

English, htttory, mathematics.

Biology, English, history and el rink,
mathems tics.

All high-echool courses.
Algebra. American history, domectie art ,

English literature, general literature,
geometry.

Commercial sub)ects, English, maths-
matins, history, clanks) languages,
modern languages

Economics, science, education, English,
kreign languages, hygiene, manual arts,
mathematics, physics, politics, psy-
chology, secretarial science, sociology.

.

Commerce, education, geography, his-
tory, Latin, physical' education, Bran'.
ish.

Agriculture, economics, English, hik 'try,
mathematics

Bookkeeping, chemistry, English,
French, moral sdlence, German,
Cheek, history, Italian, Latin, library
method', mathematics, physics.

Algebra I and II.

Commercial, English, Latin, maths-
matins, social science.
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34 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

Añ analysis& °of the data just presented reveals that public
institutions offering high-school courses by correspondence
are found in a total of 32 States. In 23 of these States this
work is carried on at the State university; in 1, Massachusetts,
it is handled through the extelision division of the State
Department of Educatión. In other States such courses
are given in colleges under the control of both State and
private agencies like Rutgers University of New Jersey. In
12 States siich cokriles are offered by State teacherá colleges,
and in several others State agricultural colleges also provide
correspondence on' the secondary level. Two of our largest
private colleges, Columbia University ind the University of
Chicago, have for many years offered such courses.

The very extended list cited leads to the conclusion that if
a school wishes to employ correspondence cotirses or if
individuals desire to pursue their education by this means
there are institutions in all parts of the Nation ready to fill
the need. And they offer a very large assortment of courses
from which choice might be made. The number and variety
of the courses offered can be better appreciated if the total
offerings are arranged in a sort of composite curriculum.
The "curriculum" given below was compiled by listing but
once all of the different courses listed by the various institu-
tions as subjects available for :persons desiring high-school
instruction by mail. Since many colleges and universities
list thqir offerings under such inclusive terms as English,
mathematics, social science, science, and the like, it is likely
that many specific and different courses are provided which

4 fdo not appear in this list.
English, usual high-school subjects: Social sciencesContinued

Grammar.
Literature, general.
Literature, American.
Literature, English.
Library methods.
Journalism.

Mathematics:
gebra.

metry, plane and solid.
rlrigonometry.

Socifil sciences:
His'tfory, Americah.
II ry,i World.

4

History, English.
History, Ancient.
History, Bible.
Geography, high-schooL;
Geography, Physical.
Geography, Commercial.
Geography, Bible.
Civics or government.
Sociology.
Econornicti.

Science, general:
Botany: vr a

Biology.

-p
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Science, generalContinued
Chemistry.
Physics.
Physiography.

Commercial subjects:
Accounting.
Bookkeeping.
Busin administration.
Co ii es i#141 law..
Typewriting.
Shorthand or stenography.
Secretarial sciAnce.

Practical arts: I

Agriculture.
Home economics.
Shop or technical subjects.
Mechanical drawing.

Language:
Classical.

Greek'.
Modern.

French.
German.
Italian.
Spanish.-

Fine arts:
Drawing.
Music.

Health education:
Hygiene.
Physiology:

Psychology:
Education.
Rtiral management.
Freshman orientation

The foregoing list, large and rich though it is in the offerings
it suggests, does hjir no means *must the possibilities of fiélds
of education which may be obtltIned by correspondence. As
will be noted from table 1, the State Department of Educa-
tion of Massachusetts states that through its Division of
Extension "mcIre than 20dcourses in a wide range of subjects"
are avklable. If to these were added the very large list of
technical and unusual courses offered by the commercial
correspondence schools it becomes apparent that the variety
of courses which may be provided for tIr bighrschool child
is almost without limit. As pointed /6ut, Sirpaintendent
Mitchell, who- perhaps has used commercially prepared
court& more extensively than any one else in this country,
declares that 'more than 400 courses are available to the
boys and girls of Benton Harbor through the correspondence
department."

It is to be regretted that the specific courses composing
these long lists could not be ascertained. It would have been

. interesting to note the extent and character of the "composite
curriculum" if all these courses could have been fitted into
the Ammo. Suffice it to say, that if and when this we/11th
of oirelings is made a reliable and practical part of the
education provided by our high schools, 4econdary education
will have arrived at the goat so frequently set but seldom
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36 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

attained of providing adequately for the diversified needs)
and interests of " all the children of all the people."

V. °WHAT OF THE QUALITY OF HIGH-SCHOOL
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES? HOW CAN

THESE COURSES BE IMPROVED?
As one considers the lists of courses offered the impression

is gained that in many cases they are regular college corre-
spondence courses open to but not especially prepared for
high-school pupils. Insofar as this is the practice the high-
school correspondence service falls far short of what it might
be. All those who have sudied the problem have agreedthat high-school cotu-ses to/ be taught by mail must, to be
successful, be very carefully prepared. Perhaps the best
progress made in this regard is the procedure followed uÇ
Nebraska where those in charge of the University Extension
Division cooperate very closely with professors in the collegeof education, and where very careful studies and experimentsare being coiiducted with a view to constructing and admin-
istering these courses in such a way that the best 'possible
results will 13; obtained.

INDIANA'S POLICY
V.

From an extensive study of the high-school correspondence
courses offered "by the universities Bittner and Mallory "report the following findings (it should be noted that these
findings are presentkd largely from the university point
of view):

Most of the institutions in the National Univellsity Extension Asso-elation (to which 39 of the foremost universities belong) offer somehome-study courses for persons who wish to complete their preparationfor college entrance. A few institutions offer the courses for anotherpurpose as well, as an adult education service to older persons whowish the equivalent of a high-school education for the satisfaction itmay give or for the purpose of meeting professional certification require-ments. The courses available throughout the United States areadequate tò meet the needs of everybody, but they are not well knownnor well patronised. This is doubtless due in part to competition inthis field by commercial correspondence schools. It is also due tofailure of most universities to make any marked effort to advertise theservice. What little promotion they undertake usually emphasizes
Op. alt.
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instruction of college level. The criticism is sometjziles heard on the
campus that the " university has no business giving gh-school courses",
and this attitude may make gniversity administ tors overcautious.

Hundreds of courses are available to persons w i o may wish to pursue
the usual high-school curriculum, and the cost of he courses is relatively
small. They should be better known espec i y in" the rural districts
whère many an adult unprepared for college instruction would profit
by courses on the secondary school level. Mr. R. E. Cavanaugh,
Director of Ale Extension Division of Indiana University says:

" Correspondence courses below the college level are intended pri-
marily for mature persons who realize the handicap of lack of education
in general as well as for those srho desire instruction in some particular
subject. President William Lowe Bryan of Indiana University was
one of the first educators to appreäiate the importance of such courses
by mail for disadvantaged adults. He pointed out that the high-school
movement even in States where it has developed rapidly has failed to
reach many of the intelliOnt adult population for whom there are now
no educational institutions in a position to offer a training suitable to
their needs. He saw, too, that there are many young (pers9ns also
who might still attend high school but are prevented from doing so,
especially in the rural districts. . . .

" With this view of the situation, President Bryan lent his support
to a plan which was presented to the State board of 'education for the
purpose of offering an opportunity for every *able person to secure
training in high-school subjects. The State board authorized the
acceptance of high-school credits earned by stuctents of such courses
offered by approved colleges and universities in lieu of credits formerly
granted only to applicants who successfully passed the high-school
equivalency examinations which are offered to those who desire to,
qualify for college or university entrance.

"This plan was endorsed by the State board of education nearly
10 years ago and has been operating successfully in Indiana. Hundreds
of students, most of m mature people, have taken advantage of the
opportunity to ma up deficiencies in high-f2hoo1 training. The
extension division of Indiana University is careful to enroll only those
students who are past the usual high-school age or who for some spetial
reaso'n are approved by the principals of their high schools for this type
of stulty. Among those so approved are students afflicted with physical
handicaps that keep them out of the classroom. There are others
who need certain courses not available to them in their own schools.
In several instances public authorities hâve authorized and paid for
special high-school correspondence courses for 'entire classes for which
they Aid not have available teachers who could give sufficient time to
teach the work. In such cases, the work is offered under the supervision
of the school where the work is to done and where the cred4 is to be
accepted. These schools swam responsibility for directing the study
of the class and for the tests and examinations required. Such a pro-
gram of cooperation might well be developed to the advantage of many
small high schools where the teaching staff is limited. In order to
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38 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

make such a plan most successful, however, a technique slightly different
from that usually followed would be necessary in order to adapt th4
courses to the needs of higb-school students who are less mature than
most students to whom courses by mail usually appeal and for whom
this work is usually planned.

" The quality of the correspondence instruction in high-school subjects
is excellent because expert teachers are employed and the number of
students is relatively small. Instructors are invariably (taw to help
the students who usually belong to one or two stimulating types: The
mature person who is determined to overcome long-suffered handicaps
and tfie young student of exceptional ability who is eager to make inore
rapid progress than his preparatory schooling has permitted. A few
students are the perfunctory type who have to make up some de-
ficiency lii college entrant* credits in their freshman year in college
or to meet a special requirement for graduation from their local Wei
schbol. But some of the most inspiring examples of personal effort to
'get an edubation ' are those of men and women who on account of
occupation or because of disabilities in their youth find the high-school
correspondence curriculum a new road to opportunity.

" Often the best instruction is that given by a member of the college
faculty who has had experience in both high-school snd university
instruction and is conducting correspondence teaching on both levels.
On the other hand it is possible to find easily the superior hi¡h-sehool
teachers since of the hundreds in the State only one or two are needed
until the enrollment mounts *considerably above present figures.- Such
high-school teachers uaually have some connecticin with the university,
doing advanced graduate work, teaching in summer sessions, cooperat-
ing in oontehts, etc.

"They are given supervision in the 13reparation of the mums and
in the conduct of the instruction Imlay by both the administration
and the residenoe department at the university. The courses are
thoroughly worked out and frequently revised to suit not only the
State requirement but also 'some of the flpecial objxtives of the resident
department. Thus the connection with the u 14 versity is of distinct
advantage."

. The attitude toward providing high-school home study courses differs
In the States accord:mg to the respective administration's varying -con-
ceptions of the function of the university. The attitude of the Univer-
sity of California, which represents that of a num,per of similar institu-
tions, is reflected in the following quoiati9n:

" We offer a few courses in the field of high-school work. These,
however, are especially for adults in order to prepare them for more
advanced work by correspondence. No credits are accepted for
entrance. We uft regular university instructors and readers. The
same fee, $7, for a course of 15 assignments is charged in and out of the
.State. All but very few students are beyond the high-school age.
.We have not had any experience with attempts of high-school officials

.
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to use correspondence courses to enrich the local curriculum. in general

high-school students should not be encouraged to take our correspond-

ence courses, because they are prepared especially for adults." ss

A statement by the director of extension of the University ofiAlabama

expresses a similar attitude:
" There are a few courses such as trigonometry, Fre9ch, and German,

and the like which may be offered in high schools but which are also

iecogglized subjects of collegiate grade, for which we have correepon&

ence courses and in this way high-school students may pursue them, but

there is no definite effort at present to provide for this character of

correspondence course." *

a

COLLEGES GEARED TO ACADEMIC NEEDS

The testimony presented above of the directors in charge of

this work in universities throws considerable light upon what

the universities think of these courses and what cooperative

relationships have been established between themselves and

the high schools or individuals taking such Niursei.

There is obviously some difference in the types of corre-

spondence Courses taken by students as a part of their pro-

gram bf studies in a high school and those chosen and pursued

on the initiative of individual students. Afi was pointed out

the former chose chiefly vocational, technical, and other
courses lthich cannot be provided for in the regular high-

school program without greatly ijnultiplying small "classes

and increasing the pir unit costs. Persons taking such courses

by themselves usualli choose college preparatory courses.
It is their major objective to remoA) high-school gradtiation

deficiencies or to enter college. PeYsions in the latter group

are usually older than the regular highs:school age.

It is the purpose of most 'of the high-school cormspondence

courses now offered byl the ea 'es to serve this latter group.
As a result,- most of the courses offered .are academic, tending

to duplicate those offered in the traditional college prepare,-

tory courses in high school. Often, too, very few changes are

made in the coursqs formerly provided on tlw collisle level.

The chief adjustment is that a lower quality of work is
expected of the student taking these courses on the high-

schAl level. .

Now that school authorities are beginning to see the wide

range of possibilities which such courses might have in the
whole educational scheme of things some serious thought is

a Letter by Acting Director of Extension Division, B. B. Rake/draw.

a Letter by R: E. Tidwell.
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40 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

being given not only to the kind, but also to the quality andadaptability of the courses offered by collegiate institutionsfor use by high-echool pupils. Improvements of both thetypes of courses offered and the lesson materials constitutingsuch courses are now being undertaken: Men are beingplaced in charge of the preparation of such courses who havehid training and experience in the teaching of high-schoolchildren.
Broady° *Ants out that the improvement of their high-schooPcorrespondence lesson materials and the instructionaltechniques employed cohstitute some of the major problems.challenging this development of this service in that State.He says:

At the very beginning we found that the muses already availablewere weak in that they required the use of too long written assignipents,that the lessons were too involved, and that it was necessary, to returnthem too frequently to the extension center. It was also evident thatthere was a lick of tno learning situations. By this I mean that therewere no devices for creating interest. Objectives were neither clearlypointed Cut nor subject to accarate test; There were no summariza-tions or reviews. The only definite formal tests were those in connec-tion with the final examinat4on which could not. serve the ppzgressiveteaching situations. Moreover, the courses themseivN;.vistere lackingin the guidance that should have prevented numerous errors into whichthe students naturally fall when left to their oifin responsibility.The defects disclotied, of course, suggvat the remedy: Taking theMorrison technique of itistruction on the secondiry level is the basisfor reviidon, we sought for and are seeking to inoorporaie into thelesson, material changes that will overcome the weaknesses enumerated.Thousands of dollars are being spent in rewriting of lessons. Toprepare a semester's work wording to these standards we are develop-ing means of expanding the material sent to the schools by as muchas 1,000 percent But, although the lessons are expensive to build, thecost of eorrectfng the pupils' work is considerably less, dub to the factthat less frequent and more nearly objective tests are used. We arehoping that In the long run the newer type of extension lessons beingdeveloped will cost less than the old type.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE STANDARDS ,

Doctor Reed 4' summarized the situation as follows:
Experience indicates that courses built for supervised correspondencestudy must be completely individualised and practically self-adminis-tering. This calls for the following condWons:

4. OP. dt; a Op. cit.
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1. Preparing the bosom, within the language range of pupils.
2. Giving wmplete and explicit directions at the place where the

directions are to be carried out.
3. Setting up and picturing step by step each procedure or principle

of presentation.
4. Explaining and illustrating thoroughly all. defititions and prin-

ciples.
5. Providing self-checking and self-testing devices, with accompany-

ing standards and keeps.
6. Making it oonvenient for the student to k-ftiS permanently the

materials of the )courm

Earl T. Platt, who is in charge of correspondence study at
the University of Nebraska, stated in a- letter:

We have two general criteria which we follow in building our courses.
1. We must prepare our courses so tir..t the student will expend the

least amount of energy and time in learning.
2. Nothing is to be returned to the Extension Divison for correction

and grading unless it,is a definite check on the _Auden& learning.
The first of these two means that the student is not expected to

write whefi writing is not the most economical means of learning.. The
second means that the extensioni teacher will check on the learning
that has taken place. This can be easily done In most cases through
the use of objective tests or other forms of objectire riplies. In our
courses it iss. no longer neoemtry for students to send in voluminous
papers. This savw the extensión and the local ichool considerable in
postage and makes the cost for reading the papers quite nominal.

Mr. Platt might have added that the procedtire of testing
the, result of learning rather then' checking on ,every detail
ot the many activities in which the pupil engages ilile
preparing his ies'sonsigreatly reduces the labor and the tedium
involved. Too often correspondence oourses are corn _1,e;pii ,c1 of
extensive readings and equally extensive writings. The
student is expected to write out in detail the answers to
certain questions, write out long discussions, describe what
he thinks of certain propositions, and engage in other equally
lengthy and boresome activities. Testimony to the effect
that the average coriespondence course consumes vastly
greater oitntities of time than residence courses

in volved
iss mmon.

The labor and the slow moiement of the course
are probably the chief factors responsible for so many
"incompletes" in study_ by correspondence. For pupils of
higlirechool age suçli procedures are espeCially deadening.

The various procedures, principles, and criteria laid down
by those studying the building of correspondence courses for
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the high schools of Nebraska indicate that the proiD etn is
by no means a simple one, but that excellent prog ez-s is
being made. .The teaching process is never simple and when
it is to be done with the teacher "in absentia" it is naturally
even more complex. It is encouraging thal. Buda scientific
attacks are being máde upon the problem. The pcttibilities-
of such courses in effecting economy, enrichment, and other
improvements in edtication so far-reaching that an in-
tensive iitudy the w atter, at or near the outsa2t,
should pay high diid forì future.

COMMERCIAL CORR= NDENCE SCHOOLS

Very little has been ,said above about high-school .corre-
spondence courses provided by private or commercial corm-
spondence schools. It should be recognized that in the past
most of these courses used in high schools have been provided
by such plivikte schools run purely for profit. Except for a
very limited number of comparatively large and vekry old
commercial correspondence schools not much accurate
information can be obtained concerning either their offerings
or the character of their instruction. Dr. J. C. Noffsinger,
Director af the National Home Study Council, Washington,
D.C., points out that being private schools they do not readily
submit their institutions to investigition. His orgánization'

however, publish "A Directory of Approved -Home
Study Schools" and he is in position to give considerable
information concerning the reliakbility of any schdokof that
type. Some of them have had a long history of successful
operation and are known to give satisfactory service- as
superintendents and principals using these (v=611011 testify.
Some are "one-man" schools which spend most of their
income in an

1

effort to sell their cotu----- and very little on
course improvement.

For some fime yet high schools will probably have to
depend upon irivate comihercial crespondene ,-41-olz for
..,many coure-- , especially. those of vocational and tedmical
character. As was pginteil out it is such vocational and
technical oourses which semi to be most in demand by pupils
seeking comes not provided by the regular high schools.
'And if proper precautions are followed, if school eut1_ efa
will carefully examine the content of these cdottrK73, if they
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will assure themselves of the quality of the instruction offered
, and the reliability of the business practice of the schools
offering these coursee, satisfactory results can be obtained.
Failure to exerrise such Care will not wily result disastiviisly
for pupils enriling with some of the schools of this type but
the whole movpment of supplementing the high-school

rogram with correspondence bolt will suffer and ita
development will be retarded. A bulletin " recently issued
under the auspices of die Minneapolis public schools calls
Attention to the questionable , practices followed by porno
corresmndence schools, and provides some timely information
on the whole problem relating to such courses: There is the
advantag6 in commercial correspondence schools of being on
the grounu rep.uy with a wide assortment of offerings. Being
under necessity of selling these courses and keeping on m)iling
them, t.,- -,-eter of these khools have done considerable to
adapt their oirc_ins and their instruction to the demand for
such service, but it is only fair. to point out that anyobe
wishing to enibli with such a school on an individual baiis or
any high school L-rishing to use such courses in an effort to
improve their services to their communities is under obligacp
tion to study carefully the whole situation Wore making an
4
.1Pvestment.

.r-#.j.n a dis-zu9sion of a,17ninistrative problems and prattices
!toxin additional data will be presented in a ha* section of this
brochure to show_ how emd where Cable high-school corm-,
spondence courses can be obtained. Recent experiments
promise aignificant improvements in this regard in the near
future.

VI. ARE 6171,11 SCHOOLS USING CORRE-
SPONL CPURAS? WHERE?

WITH WHAT SUCCESS?

This ---ction will devote itself chiefly to presenting a list of
public high .5---3hools which are either now, or which have in the
past used corrsponaeroe courses. A few which have indi-
cated their intention to sponsor such courses are also included.
Complete or up-to-iiht information is of cour---e not available.

u ¡National Guidon°, Bastin, Minneapolis Public &hock ifek
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Schools vary in their practices as regards such cour.
Certain high schools such as Benton Harbor, Mich., Newton,
Iowa, Butler, hid., and a considerable number in N
have made' correspondence courses a regular part of their
program. Some of these have used such colirses successfully
for a long time and school officers in charge regard this feature
as4 a perniane.nt part of their prograips. Other high schools
have on special occasions helped their students to complete a
course or two by. correspondence. Some schools have set up
regular correspondence departments whose duty it is to super-
vise a long and growing list of subjects. Others permit the
taking of such courses on demand and within narrowly
preficribed limitations. It is, therefore, not possible to
present a oomplete picture of the schools now using hi
school correspondence mums. Schools enrolling- studen
who are talcin-7 a comparatively ikmall part -in this move Ant
cannot be differentiated from those taking a large part.

The list given below is preeented as a part of this study
with the view of encouraging thiise intameuxi in any of the
several aspects of high-school work by correspondence to
study the problem further. Probably the way to obtain
practical information is to study the situation in c(increte
cases. School authorities who have actually used the cours-es
can probably give the most authentic information avattab_e.
They can cite both the advantages and the disadvantages.a
They can also point out errors to be avoided.

rdina to reports reaching the United Stt4 Oflk of
Education, the iligh schools using such cotu are
uted over 32 States. To be sure, in some Qf these but a gin&
school has used such courses ; in 'others, for ¡Apia, Nebraska,
Michigan, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, comparatively
large numbers of schools bare experimente4 with this de-
parture. In all cases we have listed only thc4,..city an'd State
address. In some cities there may be more than one school
using correspondence course*. Facia (-An be obtained by
writing superintendent of schools of the
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Since the lik wu built up from information derived from
a variety of sources ita reliability could not be checked. Com-
tnercial oorrespondence schools, State departments *of educa-
tion, and references found in various studies yielded most of
the information. Such checks as have been applied indicate
that the list is fairly accurate. It is felt that its chief defect

ita incompleteness. The impression was gathered by the
investigator that the movement is growing rapidli and that
experimentation with such courses is being carried on in a
amal way by a growing number of _.-tools, many of which
do not appear in the list. High schools which have in the
past used correspondence courses but which have &soon-
tinued the practice are probably as itiportant to those con-
sidering the use of such couises u those now using them.
Such schools shoWd be able to supply importantinformation
on the weaknesses of instruction Of this type or on the admin-
istrative problems involved.

The map on page 46 will show at a glance the locations
of colleges and normal schools from which high-school cciurses
may be obtained by mail and most of the secondary schools
which have in the past used or are now using correspondence
comes.

W.

TABLE 2.Loosiities in which high schools have used correspondence
ktssons

Arizona: Phoenix.
California: Alameda, Santa Bar-

bars.
Connecticut: Derby, Litchfield,

Storm
Delaware: Georgetown.
Florida: Bradenton, Brewster,

Jacksonville, Lake Worth,
Tamp&

Georila: M Rockmart.
Illinois: DesPlaines, Highland

Park, fit. Charles.
Indiana: Butler.
Iowa: Merrill, Newton, Under-

wood.
Kansak: Hiawatha, Oallin.
Kentucky: Madisonville.

Massachusetts: Adams, Ashby,
Attleboro, Ayer, Baldwinsville,
Bárnirdston, Chioopee, Brit Ige-
water, Fall River, Greenfield,
Leicester, Oak Bluffs, Orahge,
Pittsfield, Stoughton, Sudbury,
Westport, Whitman.

Michigan: Albion, ..Battle Creek,
Benton Harbor, Berrien Springs,
Bridgman, Buchanan, Colon,
Deckerville; Ferndale, °Grand.,
Rapids, Greenvine Jonia, Iron-
*rood, Jackson, Lansing, Mania-
te', Paw Paw, Pontiac, Remus,
St Jose0, St. Louis, venom

vino, Vennontville, Zeeland.
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4

n ethich hsvh tatex-Is ha.** used correspondence
Le4 tomsContinued

Minnesota: Chisholm, Minnespo7
Red Wing.

Mississippi: Holly Bluff, Lumber-
ton, Meridian, Newton, Nor-

Quitmar 'umrs_11, Walnut,
Yokena

Montana: Billings, Lot_

Glasgow, lialin*11 IA-7wi8tow11,
MiJc City, Windham.

NebraAka Mbion, Alliance, Ans-
ley, Arthur, Brailey, Bertrand,
Broken aow, Brule, Burchard,
c4reton Ch1, Chester,
Clarke, am* , Eagle, Gienvil,
Harrirmon, Hickman, I1oIddge
Junta Pine, Lyons,

(-Cook, Minatare, Nelson, Ne-
hawks., Odell, Ord, ?ick
Republican Uity,Shickley, Strat-
ton, Stuart, Syracuse, Thed-
ford, Tilden, Valentine, Valley.

New Jersey: Railway.
New York: Albany, Liberty, Lu-

=Luc, Mount Vernon, New York,
Sidney, Westfield.

North Carolina: Dover( Roanoke
RApids, \-Viniton-Salem.

Ohio: Cofihoctoia.
OklahomA : Drumright.
Pennsylvania.: Beaver, Braddock,

Carlisle, Coat4zyille, Gjrardv ilia,,
Hatfield, Ilatelton, Lewisburg,
Mahanoy City, MC)nessen, Mont-
rose, Perkasie, Pine Grove,
Rock Glen, galtillo, Tarentum,
Willikrnsf)ort.

South Carolina: Darlington.
South Dakota: Wall.
Tennessee: Nashville.

thiv. Salt Lake City.
Vermont: autAland.
Washington:. Port Ore hird.
West hf organ tovrn.
Wisconsin: Green Bay, Madison,

Sheboygan, Wauwatosa.
Wyoming: Green River.

ON

q.

VII. T ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
E INVOLVED IN THE USE OF
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS

IN HIGH SCHOOLS?

A. PREPARATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The first,.. 41 probably the most impoitant administrative
problem is: Who shaL and administer hilh-echool
correspondence lessons? In the past when correepondende
instruction Iss almost entirely a matter'between the individ-
ual and tie school offAring the course the administration of
high-school correspondence courses was a simple matter.
Such mums were often brought down bodily from the
colleeati level. All that was necesssxy was for the student
to select his course, apply for enrollment, pay his tuition,
wait for his lesson materials, follow the written klr printed

er directions, write out tii-% lessons, and probably arrange to
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48 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

\Make a written final examination, either under the supervisitilt
of the superirftendet of schools or someone designated by
him. His credits "would then be mailed him in the form of
certificatts. It was all an individul matter. Too often
the school providing the course recognized no further ob14a-
tion for the students' educational welfare. Most of the
students taking such courses were ovei 20 years old and ere
regardsid as of súfficient maturity to know their own busin
Many of those enrolling were found to make compa:ratively
little progress be'yond enrollment, payment of fees, and the
receipt of the first lesson. Many never sent in a single
report. The majoiity failed to complete the course. Only
a few persisted to the completion of the seyeral units leading
to a diploma. The courses were often very difficult. The
work, demanding much reading and writing, often proved
uninteresting an:d tedious. Lessons were built on the lecture
method, the recitations were writ* out in detail. Very
little oilportunity was prozided for student activities or foiab
vitalized learning.

Under the conditi2ns described above it is little 'wonder
that public-school authorities have viewed correspondence
lessons for high schools with suspicion. Making such lessons
a part of the high school was, and`by many still is, considered
a venturesome departure from good academic procedure.
If it had not been for the fact that the individualized, self-
administrative lesson techniques had begun Arain accept-
ance among progref;sivé educa,tors the step from the old
individual correspondence courses to their use as a part of
the public high-school program would probtkbly have been
tot, great.

In Nebraska the University Extension Division and the
Department of School Administrators of the Teachers College
have begun cooperatively to workfrtoward the realization of
the following program designed to overcome objections to
corresOondence instructions and meet needed changes:

1. Developing for every subject a type of correspondence
lesson that embodies the very best method and content.

2. Discovering and providing the proper physical setting
in the high school for corrmOndence work, developing plaris
for a 4c4 too expensive general shop in which boys may work
at a variety of vocational subjects taken by correspondenee;
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 49

and developing plans for other rooms or types of equipment
so that a variety of other subjects may be taken by boys and
girls.

3. Discov s s how to supervise and administer the work
in the high who s with greatest effectiveness.

4. beveioping a more adequite guidanct program in order
that the greatly tentiched ciírriculum whiCh supervised
correspondence study will make available can be utilized to
its fullest advantage.

5. Setting up a department within the extension division
devoted exclusively to supervised correspondence study.

Generally speaking- those studying the problem as well as
thöse experimenting with correspondence lessons in high
school seem to agree that to be sucessful this work should not
only be tolerated by the schools but it should be very
definitely a part of the whole educational program.

In a study of the small high school and its limitations,
Long 48 'concluded that correspondence lessons have great

-'possibilities in improving the organization and *services of
these schools. He laid down the following as features
essential to the successful use of this device:

, 1. A correspondenci3 study department for high-school
pupils organized mid maintained by a Stateagency, preferably
'the State Department of Education.

2. Each small high school employing such c.ourses, (a) to
set aside a room or rooms for pupils wishing to *pursue such
comes, (b) to provide for a specific time in the pupils'
program for such study and (c) to see to it that such study
takes place at the specified time and place.

3. Each school using such courses to assign a teacher or
iteachers to supervise correspondence lessons.

4. All contacts with the correspondence school to be made
by the teacher in charge.

If correspondence courses are to be used extensively in
the high schools our educational agencies should take a
more active part in study and experimentation with a view
to the proper building and administering of such courses.
It would semi' best both from the standpoint of the quility
and the cost of suchcourses that this -work should be more

e

a Long, F. B. The-Organization of Secondary EducationWith Sprial Reform* to the
Small High School. Doctor's thesis, New York University, 1928.
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50 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

definitely a part of the State's educational program. Study
materials could probably best be built for the whole State,
or perhaps even for two or more cooperating States, by
subject specialists; the reading, criticizing, and scoring of
lessons could-halso probably best be done by such specialists.
The sending out of materials, the recording of results, and
the many other administrative functions should for the
sake of economy and efficiency undoubtedly be placed in
the care of some centralized State agency such as the State
Department of:Education or the State University. This
conclusioñ is reached in consideration of the fact that a
good deal of oveilead cost would be involved in preparing
good self-administrative lessons geared to the pupil's level
of learning and in accompanying these with objective
devices for effectively checking the learning progress. But
once properly constructed.such lessons could be used over
and over again at comparatively small expense. Proper
administrative safeguards would of course lave to be set
up so that true individual learning can be gaged.

But where do the commercial schools fit into the picture?
The whole 'situation may be summarized by saying that at
the present time as many of the correspondence courses
taken by high-school students are purchased from the
commercial schopls as are obtained from the universities
and Both agencies have plade and are ma
valuable contributions; both must considerably improve
their wares and their services before they will hilly meet
the needs of this movement. The best of the commercial
schools, being under the obligation of selling their products,
have perhaps more nearly approximated the interests and
needs of high-school pupils as these interests and needs
relate to daily jiving; the universities and colleges on the
other hand have more adequately met the academic needs
of such pupils. Both obviously have had and perhaps still
do have a place in the scheme of things.

B. FINANCING

The second administrative problem which immediately
asserts itself is: Who shall pay for such courses? This
query naturally assumes that these correspondence lessons
shall become a part of our program of public secondary

coll:.:
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education. If the cost of operating public high schools
is a legitimate charge upon- the--.. treasury, and if
courses offered through the medium of correspondence are
recognized as sufficiently high in quality to be made a part
of the high-school program, then the answer would seem
to be \ clear. Under such conditions it would seem only
reasonable that such instruction should be paid out of public
funds, whether pupils taking them are enrolled in the regultkr
high schools or not. Indeed, if such courses are used as an
economy measure it would seem quite unfair to charge them
up to the pupils pursuing them.

If such courses were prepared and administered by State
agencies it would probibly be best to support this whole
service from State sources. The possibility of making
such service State-wide together with tire fact that the
Movement has the advantage of more nearly equalizing
educational opportunities would also suggest the desirability
of State support. So far as is known, however, most of the
localities using high-school correspondence courses in this
country are compelled to pay the greater part of the costs

. themselves. Sometimes the pupils taking such courses are
required to pay, but more frequently the local school board
pays the expenses; in some cases the cost is divided between
the pupils and the school. In Nebraska the State has
reduced the cost to high-school pupils to half what it costs
persons taking similar Ckurses on the college level. The
general-practice in this State is for the school board to pay
the bill. In other countries experimentibg with secondary
education by correspondence the central educational agencies
have largely assumed responsibility for the expenses
involved.

When such courses are purchased from commercial corre-
spondence schools the more common plan is for the school
boards to defray the costs. The arrangement usually
involves a contract between such a correspondence school
and the local board of education in which the latter a.grees
to pay at a certain rate for specified services. All adminis-
trative arrangements are made by the person in charge of
the high-school correspondence department. Lesson ma-
terials are received by him and distributed to the pupils,

f

and written reports are received from the pupils and for-
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warded for criticism and correction. Reading and timing
are dine at the correspondence school. Records are kept
at both ends. A bill is rendered once a month, which, if
approved by the director of correspondence, is promptly
paid. This arrangement is said to work well by those who
have used it. Of course there are certain minor variations
in each administrative plan worked out by individual schools
purchasing such services.

C. SUPERVISION

The third administrative problem is that of supervision.
As has been pointed out, best, results are obtained with
high-school work by correspondence when work of this kind
is carefully supervised locally as well as by some central
State agency. It has been found necessary to set up time
very definite restrictions and to fix definite principles of
procedure. In most cases where correspondence courses are
used the local school appoints a director to be in charge of
this work. In schools like Benton Harbor, where such cdurses
have been used extensively, this person is usually the in-

. structor who is also in charge of vocational subjects and
vocational guidance. Sometimes a part of the supervisory
duties are distributed to the various teachers in whose fields
the subjects fall. Usually goi, definite time and a definite
place for study is provided for. Students are expected to
bring their problems to the supervisor only when they get
"stuck" or when they are in particular needof help? The
supervisor is not necessarily expected to be trained in the
field covered by the particular course in question. All he
is expected to do is to give more mature judgment, indicate
sources of additional information, suggest another line of
attack, and the like. With such help .it has been found the
high-school pupils get along very well with such courses.

In order to facilitate the work the extension' 'division of
the University of Nebraska " has set up the following 5
qualifications for schools wishing to register supervised study
correspoildence pupils:

1. The application for registration must be approved either by the
superintendent of the school in which the work is to be done, or by the
county superintendent if the work is to be done in an 8-grade school.

Special bulletin of the Extension Division, University of Nebraska.*
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2. The superintendent of the local school must appoint a local
instructor to supervise the student's work. If the work is done in
an 8-grade school, the county superintendent must appoint a teacher
in that school as local supervisor.

3. A remittance to cover the cost of registration or Vermission to
bill the board of education must be intluded with the application.

4. The local supervisor must arrange a definite schedule with the
student at which time he or she will give such supervision as appears
necessary.

5. The local supervisor must be responsible for carrying out the
suggestions and instructyrts made by the teacher in charge of the
course at the extension division.

Of 16 high schools which designated some high-school
official ao supervisor of correspondence study, Wisseman
found that 7 placed this work in the hands of teachers;
3 of these were persons in charge of the vocational or
industrial instruction of the school. In 4 schools this
work was- supervised by the principal; in 3 it was handled
by full-tie directors of correspondence; in 1 it was placed
in the hands of the librarian, and in 1 school the super-
intendent looked- after the correspondence work. Other
schools place responsibility for any given pupil taking such
courses on 24,n idividua1 basis. Some schools do not seem
to have a very definite plan. Being a new departure and
often involving very few pupils definite policies have in
some cases not been worked out. All seem, however, to
agree- that this work should be supervised. The general
attitude of the schools no* definitely committed to corre-
spondence lessons seems to be that if this innovation can
improve the general educational service of the school the
departure is welcomed and the sChool stands ready to assist.
The Vocational School of Green Bay, 'Wis., 46 is typical of
rainy. In a recent bulletin this school announces:

The school stands ready at all times to serve as a medium
f.

through
which special students may sdcure special eounies by obrrespoildence.
The service rendered in regard to such courses is twofold: (a) To
assist persons wishing to take up correspondence work in selecting
and securing the courses best suited to their needs; (b) to assist per-
sons who have purchased corresp.ondence courses but who are unable
to master the work arithout the assistance of an instructor in solving
their difficulties andenable them if possible to complete their assign-
ments in a satisfactory manner.

* Op. eit.
* Green Bay Vocational School. Department of Evening Instruction. Bulletin pub-

IthA by Board of Vocational Education, Green Bay, Wis. 1932.

46
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54 HIGH-SCHOOL INSTRUCTIPN BY MAIL

In a few cases 47 correspondence instruction or the corm:
spondence technique has been empl6reid by teachers as a
means of teaching several related classes during the same
class Nriod. Under this plan instead of attempting regular
recitations, pupils study their correspondence lesson materials
during class periods, each proeeeding at his own rate, and
each receiving the aid and guidance of the teachers if and
when needed. The results from the standpoint of obtaining
subject-matter content were satififactory.

fr D. ACCREDITMENT

In addition to the administrative problems pointed out
there is, of course, the question of how to handle the matter
of credits. Students taking correspondence courses as well
as schools fostering this type of study are very much con-
cerned over the question of whether or not credits earned by
correspondence will be accepted by the còlleges. Schools
seem to fear that the accrediting assòfiations may not
recognize work done by correspondence or that their standing
with these associátions might be placed in jeopardy. _It is
not too much to say that the whole question of credits has
more than anything else retarded the use of such lessons by
high áchools.

Of course where a pupil's academic standing is gaged 1:&
such Clefinite examinations as those of the New York Regents
the question of how the necessary knowledge is obtained loses
point, but places where admission to college depends
entirely upon "credits earned" the quality of such crediti
must be considered. When a high school has a definite
standing with an accrediting association credits earned by
correspondence are recorded like all other .credits and no
questions are asked. So far as is known the accrediting
assòciations have raified no objection. Where schools do not
have accredited standing the ptoblem is .more complicated.

As concerns corresyofidence courses offered by the univer-
sities and colleges Bittner and Mallory 48 found that--

The practice of State depailments in the matter of acceptance of
credits is not' definitely crystallized in maiiy States. In the Eastern
States, however, there is probably no general. dial r-r 'io accept

47 Platt, Earl T. Techniques for Enriching the Curriculums of Malabar, 4-yesr High
13.chods. Master's thasyt, University of Nebraska. 1930.

Op. cit.
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A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 55

correspondence credits though there 'are instances of individual cases:
The State department of New York has indicated its willingness to
certify in the case of mature students whö completed a full 4-yekr
course provided the student submits examination papers for inspection
and they are found to be equivalent ti; the regents examination.

The following institutions reporfed that they have an agreement
with the State department to accept correspondence credits in lieu of
equivalency examinations or for certification purposes: University of
Florida, Indiiina University, Massachusetts Division of University
Extension, University of Nebraska, University of Utah.

The University of Colorado reports that no question is asked as to
whether credits.are earned in residence or by correspondence. Colum-
bia University does not give credits for home study, preferring that
their students take the examinations of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board. The University of Chicago says that credits are accepted
so far as they know. The University of.North Dakota states ths.t if
the high school accepts the credit, the State does. The University of
Oklahoma accepts credit in lieu of regidence high-school credits.. In
1931,the Texas State Department of Education passed a ruling accept=
frig correspondence credits from stanClard institutions.. The atate
Department of Education of Wisconsin accepts correspondence study
courses of university grade toward State teachers' licenses or other
certificates issued by the department. By special arrangement between
the department of mathematics and the registrar's office of the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, correspondence study grades in Mathematics are
accepted in lieu of entrance examination grades. Students in other
fields must take entrance examinations and can use correspondence
study courses only as a means of preparation for the examinations:

,The following institutions report that they accept the correspondence
credits for entrance:

V

University of ArizOna, University of Arkansas, University of Chicago,
University of Colorado, University of Florida, University of Kansas,
Kansas State Teachers College at Emporia (if tranderred through
an acCredited high, school) , University of Kentucky, University of
liouisiana, Michigan State Normal College (if the entrant holds a high-
school diploma), University of Minnesota, University of Missouri
(from institutions of similar sta)iding), University of Nebraska, Ne-
braska State Teachers College, New Mexico State Teaciters College,
(if açcredited) , University of North Dakota, University of Oklahoma
(department organied at State depart.ment's request) , Pennsylvania
State College, University of Tennessee, University of Texas, Univer-
sity of Utah, University of Washington, State College of Washington.
Massacliusetts Department of, Education and Columbia University
offer their courses a8 keparation for entrance examinations.

In his study Of correspondence departments of teachers
colleges and normal schools Maul found that' in 56 out of

Op. cit.

.

,
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56 HIGH-SCHOOL IN8TilUCTION BY MAIL

59 of these institutions the same credit is given to corre-
spondence courses as to courses given in reaidetice; and 55
out of 58 institutions accept correspondence study credits
from other institutions on the same basis as they accept
credits earned in residence. Although Maul's findings
relate particularly to correspondence courses taken on the, 1

policiescollegiate level the facts ,indicatie that the same are
followed by these institutions with *respect to coures taken
on the high-school level.

The administration of credits earped through correspond-
ence work with commercial corresppndende 'schools is of
course more complicated than when* such work is taken
through the univrsities and colleges. Thus far State de-
partments of education and collegiate institutions seem to
follow}he general practice of accepting any'credits accepted
by the accredited high schools. If the liovement, should
beopme so general that such courses atiould be offered gener-
ally by high schools not accredited, or if more and more
individual pupils in sparsely, settled rural areas should take
sUch courses, it is clear that some more definite policies
woula have to be worked out. Some arrangemeht whereby
such pupils can take such courses under the sponsorship of
the State department of education which 'sets up safeguards
and which provides for definite final examinations seems to
hold out the gieatest prómise. This is the practice followed
by the Canadian Provinces which have used correspondence
lessons on the high-school level. go far as can be learned
these próvinces have found the plan of administering Auch
courses from the central department of education successful.
These provinces have, however, limited thisivork to students
who are not within reach of a high school or those who
çannot ¿the, f:iy get a high-school education. The experi-
ment to supplement the available high-school courses by
correspopdence lessons has not been undertaken to any
great extent.

Closely associated with the question of credit is the prob-
lem of whether or not pupils do satisfactory work by corrio,
spondence. The general conclusion of several studies on
this point is that if anything correspondence pupils do better
work than those in residence. Most ot the data available
come from the universities and colleges and is pointed od

iff4"
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the pupils taking high-school work by correspondence are
somewhat older than stadents in residence. Another factor
affecting the quality 6f the work is that the students taking
coutses by correspondence have a more definite objective
for studying than those enrolled in the regular high-K ;Tool

classes.' "The former either wish to remove deficiencies 'for
college entrance, tgey wish to fit themselves for certain
definita positions, or they wish to prepare .themsehies for
certain examinations: In either case proficiency is the objeci-
tive rather than the accumulation ¿f credits which plays suci
an important role in the average high school.

Bittner and Mallory 6° cite several studies showing 'the
uccess of college students by correspondence and in nearly

every case, students doing work _by correspondence excel
those doing work in residence. One stüdy made by Dr.
HerbeFt Sorenson of the University of Minnesota gives it
comparison of 20 students in. an eyening class and 35 corm-
spondence stadents who studied a course in educational
psycbology in which intelligence and age, are held constant.
His findings are 'resented in table 3.

TAB E 3.Comparison of achievements by evening school students and
correspondence students in a course in educattonal psychology

Measure

Evening school Correspondence

, Aptitude-
intelli-
gence
soon

Median
Range
Standard deviation

Correlation ween aptitude and achievement

64. 5
39-74
8. 84

73. 07 61. 07

The o i :flees are of come not marked but they do favor
the correspondence students. Similarity controlled experi-
ments were carried out by a Pennsylvania committee 51 and

Bittner, W. 8., and 'Mallory, H. 7. University 'Teaching by Mail. New York,
Macmillan Co., 1.

81 Blonower, Beery. The Value of Correspondence Courses, Mimeoirapbed Report,
Syrians& Ps., Department of Public bstruction,
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the findings were similar. On the high-echoor level the
problem bu not yet bpen extensively studied. From
Manitoba, Canada, where high-school correspondence couries
have been.provided for the ninth graje for several years the
the following tomparative dati are submitted:

ON,

C4arre-
spondence
students

Number azamined
Percent seourtng complete standing
Complete but for one sub)eot
incomplete

*,

pop
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Grammar
History
Science
Art
Music
Literature
Composition .

Mathematics

17. 7

30. 1

10. 2

10. 1

2/ 7
17. 1

50. 2

80. 9
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Again the differences are not great but in a general way
they favor the corzespondence pupil. Nearly 3 perpent
more pupils studying in residence fail to secure complete
standing than correspondence students. In 5 out gi. the
subjects studied fewer correspondence pupils recoriffed
ures than residence pupils and in 3 fewer residence pupils
fail.

Testimony from Puerto Rico on the quality of the scholar-
ship of students d6ing high-scho61 work by correspo4dence
is more general in character but again it indicates that such
work compares favorably 'With residence work. In a letter
reported by Wisseman" the Commissioner of Education óf

I f Puerto Rico states Out--
, Inka survey made by the Registrar of the University of Puerto Ricoit appears that the work of graduakes by extension Compared favorably
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witb that of graduates of most secondary schools in the islands. Thirty-
four schools are included in this survey. In order of efficiency the
Bureau (of Extension) stands above 18 schools, on a par with 11, and
below 4.

These data should not be interpreted ae meaning that cor-
respondence study is a method of instruction. superior to
residence study. Such factors as maturity, purpose, and
inteiligence are probably in part responsible for the favorable
showings mad, by correspondence students. The data do;
however, show that such insti'uction can be conducted with
success and that the credits earned can be as high or higher
in quality than those earned in residence.

When the problem of providing high ---zr,,hool instruction by
correspondence is undertaken with some earnestness in the
way of careful study and experimentation as bas been-done
in Nebraaia and in certain individual schools there is no
doubt bkit that the problems of organilzation, division of
costs, supervision, and the quality and acceptance of credits
will find satisfactory solutions. These difficulties are by no
means insurmountable. The possibilities of correspondence
lessons as a means of improving and enriching our program
of secondary school education, especially in our rural areas
are so great and so far-reaching that the whole matter should
receive much ;tore thought and study thitn has been given
to it in the past. It is believed that school administrators
can find values in correspondence technique which can con-
tribute much to the progress of secoRdary education, espe-
cially in rural communities.

There are, of course, a great many other problems upon
which valuable information could be presented. For
example, the proportion of the high-school program for
which correspondence credit can be allowed, the character
and adaptability t;f such Courses, the relationship of c6rre-
spondence to the problem of gilidance, problems relat-
ing to the State course of study, and a great many others,
all these need to be investigated. On some of them informa-
tion will be found,in the readings listed in the next/ section;
others will have to await further study and experimentation.

A
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V.

VIII. ANNOTATED REFERENCES RELATIG
TO HIGH-SCHOOL EDUCATiON

BY CORUSPONDENCE
ALDRRMAN, L. R. College and university xtension --helps in adult

education, 1924-29. Washington, Government Printing Office,
)930. (Office of Education Bulletin, 1930, No. 10.)

lAsts the collegiate institutions offering Evuz. &most and extension manes far
high.eohool pupils and the courses altered an this level,

BAILER, H ARQLD WM. The tutorial plan for Ohio schools. Education-
al Research Bulletin, 9: 123-32, March 5, 1930.

The plan described in this article was devised to supplement the curriculum offerings
of the small higb sabooll and to obviate the high per pupil oasts din to vary amen damn

barrows tram both the oorre enspondoe method ¡mit:rtan the individual oae.
plan, Tbe apartment is thus far manned to the elventh and twelfth grades A

survey was made of the curricular chokes ot students in outlying districts and of teachers
in the larger schools capable ot offering the work Sub)ects for which 15 W 110 pupils
can be found are sanctioned by the StaW department, teachers are assigned, and arrange-

'mts are made for a group meeting to initiate the work Attar that sech s6dent pur
itis wart an a contract ar correspondence plan. Opportunities are pre

aloe haul at certain Central points to which pupils may come to meet their t.thks far
additional aid. Standardised tests are used. It was found that costelbould be reduced
by this arrangement tram 625 per-pupU-sub)ece semester hour under the anal. high.
salmi plan to tieunder the tutorial plan. Money to defray these mots was levied upon
the district from which the students came. ,.

BA14, AUGUSTUS H. The Saskatchewan correspondence school. The
School, 20: 314-20, December 1931. .

The cattle describes the elaborate system of elementary arse slloondary education
eon telbed in the " Outpost Correspondence School w hich wss established in the
elementary b i 1923 sod which was received so enthusiastically that it had to be
Wended W the high school. The general plan is that when there are fewer than )0
children in sparsely settled areas education is provided by correspondence. During
10041 the elementary enrollment in these corms totaled 617; for high-echocA pupils
it was 71116; and for returned soldiers taking high4choal correspondence courses it was 37.
More than 00 percent of the ninth- and UM th..& pupils were successful in being
promoted; of the eleventh-grade pupils atbo hato stand departmental examinations
73 percent were successful.

BAWDEN, WILLIAM T. The contribution of correondence-instruction
method to industrial oducition. Washingkon, Obèernment Pridt-
ing Office, 1922. (Bureau of Education, Industrial Education
Circular No. 19, January 1922.)

A conference report of specialists in industrial education/pointed out that " owe-
spondence instruction is essentially a method of individual instruction which hap ireat
possibilities in vocational education", and that "It is important that we as educators

f, find ways and twins of delivering far more of educational service for less mesa."
BrrrNza, YO. 8., and MALLORY, 11. F. Un4vensit7, ,eaching by mail.

New yoik, The Macmillan Co., 1933

,

Thi, book 'represents a Nation-wide survey of atrespondence instruotion. It presents "b
datla on the hiiitory ot such instruction, the comes and subjects offered, the students
&rolled, problems and policies involved, sumo of students studying by °meowed-
woe, and the principles of teaching worked out. ,-/The study Is limited to mums
offered by universities and oolleges and to tiose offered (*Abe oollege level, but it Points

,out great many foots which are equally-applicable to thithigh-eobool level.
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NEIL W. B. and MALLORY H. F. High-school correspondence
courses. Unpublished manuscript in the files of Prof. W. 8.
I3ítther, Extension Divisipn, University of Indiana, 1933.

The menuourrpt was prepared ln connection with the book ' Univengity Teaching by
Mail." It lisu the universities and colleges offering Olghiechool correspondence ocsuresa,
marts, the character of such courses, cites the principles and policies ci these institu-
tions In the admlnistretion of suoh mums. Ores Dome data on pupil enroi1men4. woof
pupils, occupatiods of pupils, amasses with corvesponderace courses, anti cooperative
relationskilp Noreen the institutions furnishing such mums and the high schools
using them

BRAINARD, F. P. Personal elements in correspondence 'study. School
and Society, )7: ,30--87. April 1923.

ahollts "enrol ways in which comerxmdence courses ma y he vitalised anti adapted
to the nature of the course and the needs of the persons taking the course.

BROADY, )(NUTT O. Supervised correspondence study_ given new
impetus. Nebraska Educational Journal, I& 58, February 1932.

An andouncement of a WOOD grant made by the Caril oundation t4) the I' ni yet-
tiny of Nebraska for the support of experimental and developmental work of oorrespond-
epee study as a put of the -curricuhun of the high schools. A general plan (if procedure
is also outlined.

PLATT, EARL T., and BELL, M. D. Practical procedures for
enriching the curriculume+f small schools. Limpin, Nebr., Url¡-
versity of Nebraska publication, Educational Nfonograph, no. 2,
June 1031.

dis6ussion ot various ways and means through which curriculum offerings in high
schools, especiallytmall high schools, can be enriched. The plans chiefly empharised
are (I) more and better alternation of courses; (2) kW vidualised instruction; (16) super-
%Iasi' correspondence lemma. Definite programs and daily schedule* ate presenuvi
utilising these plans.

CASTLE, A. W. knrichment of secondary school courses of study by
the doe of correspondence courses. Addresses and proceedings of
the Nattional Education Assocktion, 69:331-39, 1931.

Poipti out the various moons why Avespondencii comes are particularly' useful in
improving the services to society of secoodary educaiion. It argues that only through
the &d of such mums can Use high school alai a sufficientiy diversified course ci study
to meet the individual pupil needs of the meant day. 'It also points out that the corm
spondenoe procedure hat some advantages over the group recitation scheme in fitting
children for adult lite.

CHASE, STUART. Two-bundred-thousand students 00d4,0 ,000 a

alumni. Fortune, 7:06-71, 96-101, June 1933.
A d1&*Ìa1Ot c orrespondenoe education as it is provided chiefly by commercial

oorrespdipoe schools, And, ¡especially the International Correspondenoe &book
Oives eomirdettnit data on the scope their activities, their business practioes, and

' 'the advantages and disadvantages of the services rendered by three schools.

CLARK, E. Etzam. Instruction by mail in Massachusetts. School
Life, 17:188, June 1932.

idams:s dDescribes how correspondenoe odurseq fill a need in the ever-increasing of.
educational progress anti points out how such, couples are used to furnish the seeds of
high-school witasoially in rural areas

Commnwrzis ON CURRICULUM PROiLZMS IN THZ SMALL HIGH SCHOOL.
In Sixth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence of the
National Eduoation'Aimpociption.

The committee report citeii theigenerial curriculum problems which result because ot
the smallness ri small high schools and asponapther nwthoda,4uggests the introduction

oorrespondenoe comes to supplement curriculum offerings. The article also suggests
;he provision of itinerant speithil teaches*.
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CUNNINGHAM, K..8. Primary education by correspondence. Mel-
bourne, Australia, Melbourne University Prog, 1931.1A

This little book gives a complete account of the methods and achievements of the
*Australian correspondenoe schools in" instructing children living in isolated areas.
This work was first begun in 1914 in the State of Victoria. The other Australiari States
followed until in 1922 all of tOem !lad correspondence departments. In 1930 a total of
13,284 pupils were enrolled in these courses, being 1.5 percent of all the children in school,
Since its beginning the correspondence departments in all the AustraliaNtitates have
enrolled a total of 55,000 pupils in such courses. They employ a total stiff of 240 full-
time teachers, 1 part-time teacher, and 15 clerks.

DIAMOND, THOMAS. Cooperation between a correspondence qchool and
a public high school. Educational Review, 71:34-41, January
1926.

Mr. Diamond gives an account of the administrative policies developed by Superin-
tendent Mitchell in the high school of Benton Harbor, Mich. This school has affili-
ated itself with tbe several commercial correspondence schools through which it supple-
ments its curriculum offerings. Correspondence coursts are taken both by pupils in
regular daily attendance and others attending at intervals only.

FRQNTIER° SCHOOLS IN MANITOBA. Survey, 63:226-27, November 15,
1929.

Gives brief account of the inauguration of correspondence for children in Manitoba
in districts where as yet no schools have been built, for children inalistricts in which
schools were dosed because pupils had dwindled to fewer than the required number,
crippled children unable to attend school, and children eliminated or needed for work
before completing the eighth grade. After some experimentation a scheme has been
evolved so that each correspondence child has the help and interest of (1) an experienced
teacher, (2) a teacher in training, and (3) a class of city children, The second helps to
provide practice in teaching and the third provides a means of personal contact for
isolated children.

HENZLIK, F. E., RICHARDS, W. M., and IRELAND,' C. J. Practical
econpmies in school administrittion. 1 Lincoln, Nebr., University
of Nebraska, Educational monograph no 3, 1932.

Among other suggestions for school economies it outlines the possibilities of high-
school correspondenoe courses. Specific cases of savings are cited.

HIGH-SCHOOL LEAVING CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. Technical Branch,
Department of Education, Parliament Building. Winnepeg, Mani-
toba, Canada.

4 This bulletin recognizes the widely of aptitudes for which the high school must tit
its products and points out the di; !may of providing courSes lu the special fields,

a especially in the vocations, without recourse to corresOondence lessons. It points out
the need for high-school coursm for those who will not go to the university or to normal
schools. To meet these problems I new high-school leaving course was planned. The
pupil who chooses this course may take correspondence work instead of a feign lan-
guage or some ottier optical. Arrangements have been made with a number of the.
old reliable 60-4 ponden schools whereby their textbooks and instruction service

t,-
. Are made av ble to high-school students in any part of the Province as a part of their

regUlar course.

KEFAUVER, G. N.,, NoLL, V. H., an4 DRAKE, C. E. How 46 highN,
schools use correspondence course:. School Life, 17: 161-62, May
1932..

foa,

A questionnaire to 183 hjgh schools which were reported as using correspondence
lesson's brought returns from 93 and a statement that such oourses were beilig used by
46 schools. The major part of the study is devoted to the adminiátrative practice
followed in these 46 schools with respect to correspondence courses, the types of cor-

&into courses offered, advantages of such 0ourns, and the results achieved.
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KEFAITVER, G. N4 Noa, V. H:, and DaAAA, C. E. Part-time sec-
ondary schools. Washington,'Government Printing Office, 1933.
(Office of Education, Bulletin 1932, no. 17, National Survey of
Secondary Educatiorif Monograph no. 3.)

Presents data from an investigation of the use of correspondence lessons in high
school. Of 188 schools reported as using such courses IM responded to a questionnaire
and 48 cd these said they either had or were now using such course& The study
revealed a wide variety of muses but two types stood out: (1) Those oommonly
offered in small high schools, and (2) highly technical courses which the average high
school is not prepared to give. Correspondence courses were given mostly in small
high 'schools. Courses were obtained from both collegiate and commercial schools.
Enrollments in stfch &mugs ranged from 1 to 70, averaging 7 or 8 pupils per school.

KEISTER, BAIRD V. A comparison of resident and nonresident students
in two Nebraska high schools. Master's thesis, University of
Chicago, 1928.

Compares 400 resident and nonresident high-school pupils as to entrance prepare-.
tion, intelligence, and high-school progress.

Koos, L. V. Securing cooperative effort within the Chaffee union
high school ,and the Chaffee junior college district. In Seventh
Yearbook cif the Department of Superintendence of the National
Education Association, 1929. pp. I60-63.

'An account of how elementary school trustees and union higH school trustees cooper-
ate for the common good. An organization of trustees was formed which promotes
their mutual welfare. The union high school 'Junior college district transports all
children, sends special teachers to rural schools, conducts evening schools, provides
correspondence courses for pupils of 11*h-school age who cannot attend as well as for
adults, conducts an experimental fruit farm, give agricultural training to farmers,
and provides traveling schools if needed.

LONG, FORREST E. Corms ndence study in the small high school.
Junior-Senior High-Schbol Clearing House, 4: 236-42, December
1929.

A general discussion of the whole movement and a proposed plan for the adminis-
tration of high-school correspoodenoe courses on a State basis.

The ofga.nization of secondary education with special
reference to the small high school.. Doctor's thesis, School of
Education, New York University, 1928.

, A study based upon the curricular offerings of 166 small high schools. It finds col-
lege preparatory courses greatly predominating. It reveals some important findings
concerning vocational courses, and the whole problem of supplementing the off6rings
of small high schools by correspondence lessons. The study concludes that such les-
sons are leasible and worthy of promotion. A definite plan of procedure is outlined
providing for the preparation of such lessons by State school authorities, a definite
room and teacher for the administration ef these lessons, and a definite time and place
on the Pupils' program for study.

The study also evaluates tile experience with correspondence lessons of British
Columbia, Benton Harbor, Mich., and Newton, Iowa. The study gives an excellent
list of referenoes oi the use of oorrespondenoe lessons.

ITOBA, CANADA. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
The correspondence branch of this department has issued several mizileographed

circulars describing the high-school courses offered to pupils not accessible tro a regular
high school and giving the plans and regulations which have been worked out to
govern this work.
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Aleut, RAT C. A study of administrative practices in corregpondence
study departments of teachers colleges and normal schools.
Studies in Education, vol. 1, no. 1, January 1930. Kaiisas State
Teachers College, Emporia.

I (Resume of stUdy also published in Bulletin of Education, Univerelty of Kansas,
va 2, no. 8, April 1930). .

'netwewnts study of 157 tescbsrs colleges and warms' schools. It was found that
81 q:these offered correspondence work. A total of 24 were offering courses on a high-

ley* and enrolled 94S pupils in this work. The cost was found to range pa
v.efiXtit hour from $1.7510 0.25. The average was $3.24.

MICR160( -STATE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. A compre-
henstve plan of .wicational education for high schools. State
Board of Controilbr Vocational Education, Lansing, Mich., 1926.

A small pamphlet compiled by Prof. Thomas Diamond of the University of Michigan
and predented as a report of the Vocational Education Committee of Michigan State
Teachers Association. The plan presented calls for providing an opportunity in high
school to take vocational courses by correspondence. In general the plan proposed is
similar to that followed at Bentán Harbor.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Vocational Guidance Bulletin. Minneapolis
Public Schools, 1928.

Issues a warning against the defects of many training courses offered by commercial
correspondence schools, analyzes their methods, and points out the advantages of
attending day or evening schools instead.

MITCHELL, S. C. For the 90 percent. School Review, 31: 439-44,
June 1923.

The article points out that 90 percent of our children are eliminated from school before
they graduate from high school. The writer amerts that the failure of the average
high-school course, especially in the small school to fit the pupils' needs, is ow of_tlle
masons why pupils and their elders lose interest in these schools. He points out that
thousands are taking courses offered by commercial correspondence schools because
these fill a practical need, and he proposes that such correspondence courses shall be
made a part of the offerings of our public high schools. The article represents the begin-
nings d the " Benton Harbor Plan."

The Benton Harbor PlanAn economy measure. American
School Board Journal, 84: 20-21, April 1933.

Discusses the economy aspects of the plan evolved by this school of making more than
400 courses available to high-school pupils by arrangement with a few of the best and
most reliable oommercial correspondence schools.

MORRISON, ROBERT H. Opportunities for educational extension in
rural school communities. AmeriCan Schoolmaster, 30: 267-72,
October 1927.

The article EOM a discussion of the curricula limitations of the rural high school and
makes suggestions for the extension of these curricula by means of oorrespondence
courses, evening maws, short courses, and directed reading. It proposes a definite
plan for State management of oorrespondence work for high schools.

NEBRASKA, UNIVERSITY OF. Lincoln, Nebr.
Several circulars published as " University Extension News" and mimeographed

reports have been brought out by both the Extension Division and the Teachers College
of this University giving detailed Information on the we of high-wooi ccwrwponden
courses in that State.
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VANDERCOOK, D. C. How one high school expanded its service to the.
community. Trained Men, 12: 58-60,64, Autumn 1932.

A historical sketch of the " Benton Harbor Plan" and a brief account of its present

A POTENTIAL ECONOMY 65

NorFsmoza, Jowl; S. Correspopdence schools, lyceums, chautauquas.
New York, The Macmillan Co., 1926.

The first 95 pages of the book are devoted to si study of the historyAnd the present
status of the (=respondence schools. Most of the data presented deal with the private
or commercial schools, analyzing their business practices, the courses offered, the student
bbdy, and the methods, content, and oast of the instruction offered by these schools.
The book also suggests a law for Lilo regulation of correspondencelpheot.

PLAT, EARL T. Techniques for enriching the curriculum's of 2-teacher
4-year high schools of Nebraska. Master's theta; University
Library, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1930.

The study reports the opmbination of pupils of several year levels, e.g., first- and
seoond-year English, and the use of self-administrative lessons developed locally and
ece-respondence lessons as aids in teaching these pupils on an individual basis. It was
found that by this plan much less time was necessary for class instruction, that the
teacher could handle larger classes, and that class progress was normal.

Long-distance courses. School Life, 18: 191-92, June 1933.
A brief but pointed discussion of secondary education by correspondence as it is being

cleveloped in Nebraska.

REED, A. A. Nebraska's experiment with rural high Achools. Edu-
cational Record, vol. 14, no. 3, July 1933.

An address given before the American Council on Education describing the plan for
using correspondence courses for the enrichment of the curriculum of small high schoals

'and pointing out the various advantages of this plan in Nebraska.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. Education department lessons by mail for chil-
dren "out back." School Life, 17: 81-82, January 1932.

Describes the plan of providing by correspondence for the education of children in
areas where there are too few to maintain a school. To be eligible, pupils must live
4 miles or more from a school. The work is limited to the elementary level. This in-
struction is practically tree.

status.

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. Rural educa-
tion in Victoria maintained at State expense. School Life, 12: 141-
42, April 1927.

Describes the plan followed in this State providing education to isolated children by
=respondence both on the elementary and secondary level. The experiment has been
sacoessful.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. Educating a
scanty population scattered over enormous area. School Life,
12: 171-73, May 1927. (See also School Life, June 1927.)

A brief account of the use of ocaTespondence lessons in Attaining as a means of bringing
education to isolated children. This work began with elementary children but has
spread to the high school.

WINDES, E. E. Possibilities of individualized instruction in the small
high schools. School and Society, 21: 489-93, April 25,1925.

The article proposes a wheme through which itinerant supervisors and teadkers are
to give imilvidualized instruction on a contract basis. Such lesson contracts and the
necessary study mat-wilds could be provided by owrespondenoe.
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WISSEMAN, C. L. Correspondence courses in secondary schools. Doc-
tor's thesis, School of Education, New York University, 1932.

An investigation of two aspects of oorrespondenoe study in high school, ,vir, (1) those
offered through college and university extension services, and (2) those for which arrange-
manta are made with other agencies for the purpose of enriching high-echool opportuni-
ties. With respect to each of these aspects the study presents data on (a) nature and
amount of high-school work offered by correspondenoe, (b) administrative practice
adopted by institution preparing and high schools using these courses, (e) the types of
pupils enrolling for them) courses, (d) types of courses which are most popular, (e) reasons
for taking nigh-school oourses by correspondenoe, (f) some oonditions of study under
which correspondence courses are pursued, (g) failures in high-school study by corm
spondenoe, and (A) advantages and disadvantages peculiar to high-school study by
correspondence.

WOODEN, H. Z., and MORT, PA1M R. Supervised correspondence study*
for high-school pupils. Teachers college record, 30: 447-52,
February 1929.

The article tlescribes the administrative problems abd educational advantage& re-
sulting from the use of correspondence courses to Astoplement the curriculum offerings
of a small high school at Butler, Ind. Agreements have been reached betweltin selected
correspondence schools and the local board of education whereby the former offer their
regular services under specified conditions and the board pays the tuition charges; the
student pays the cost of books and materials. The school supervises the instruction
and assists the pupil in his work.

In the introduction Doctor Mort endorses the scheme and discusses the possibilities of
its widör use in high schools.

APPENDIX

Samples on pages 67-69 illustrate the type of publicity
waterials sent out by the Massachusetts Division of Uni-
versity Extension. This service unit of the State Department
of Education of Massachusetts strives constantly to keep
before persons of high-school age, adults, and the local school
authorities the availability of various types of instructional
aid by corre3pondence. And it tries to develop a demand for
such service. One of the chief reasons why high-school
correspoildence courses have not been used as widely as they
could be is that educational institutions offering such courses
have not sufficiently made this service known; they have not
convinced either the schools or the public that this is%la
reliable means of economically acquirin an education and
usefully employing the ever increasing leisure.
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If You Hope To Make Good
Everyone of us has plans for the future. No matter what

we do now, no matter what position we occupy, we look
ahead to something better in the years to come.

This hope, this sort of expectation, this optimistic outlook
is one of the finest things in life. It gives us renewed courage
when difficulties face us. It wipes out the dark clouds from
our picture of life and paints in sunshine.

Such a vision of the future as this embraces many things
a better position more leisure More real enjoyment of v*

life.
But in this regard there is one vitally important principle

of action that we must never forget, a principle that is best
stated as a warning

Don't Stop Learning!
There is no surer way to kill your aspilsations than to

stop learning. Progress is the first Idly of th universe and
to you progress means constantly 'refreshing store of
knowledge.

Of course, there are various ways in which to leui You
may learn by experience alone, which is slow and seldom
necessary. You may learn also by, picking up information,
piecemeal out of books, by attending stray lectures, and the
like. %But in truth, are these methods praiseworthy or even
practical?

No, the easiest way, the quickest way and, without doubt,
the best way is to take systematic instruction educational
courses. Courses of study comprise no royal road to leard-
ing. You must work and study but you are given expert
guidance and assistance.

The Divisiop of University Extension of the State Depart-
ment of Education offers you unequalled opportunities for
training; it presents to you the materials out of which the
14dder to real achievement may be constructed. Corres-
pondence courses in over two hundred subjects are available,
more than one of which are surely applicable to your pan;
ticular circumstances.

Massathusetts University Extension home- study courses
have lifted many a man and woman to success have helped
them to realize their dreams of the future. Let them dp
the same for you. Cut out the coupon on the opposite page,
mail it immediately and you are 'one day nearcr your goaL

SAMPLE le-An appeal to continue education under guidance thipugh home study Ruses
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68 HIGIV.SCHOOL INSTRUCTION BY MAIL

The &aerial Value ofAn Educatiòn
1 A large investment trust company with offices in many tides ern-

blazons the page of an advertising booklet with the following head-
link: "You don't need wealth to leave your son a legacy GIVE
HIM AN EDUCATION."

Buginess advertises education because the value, of knowledge is
recognized universally. It has an appeal to all, The humblest man
in the street understahds perked); that a good education means a
good income. Therefote, he will sacrifice and save to put his children.
thrdugh school.

,Massachusetts University Extension presents the appeal in behalf
of education in a 4ightly different way. It challenges you not only
to recognize the value of education but to ACT upon it.

GIVE YOURSELF AN EDUCATION
o

Indifference is the only obstacle in the ray. For a small cost you
have the best training at your disposal. Act at once. Mail the coupon
below today.

MASSACHUSETTS STATE-SUPPORTED HOME STUDY
COURSES-

Accouating
Ad veit-- n g
Art Apprwiation
Astronomy
Automobiles
BIOlOgY
Blue Print and Plan Reading
Bookkeeping
Building Repairs
CarpentrY
Chemistry
arks
Civil Sows** Preparatory
Commercial Correspondence
Concrete r-onsuuction
Deign, Machine
Drawing, Mechanical and

Architattuts1
Economics
Electricity

Engineering
Mechanical
Electrical
Structural

Government
Harmony
Heating and Ventilating
Histqry
Home Decoration
Household Management
industrial Management
journalism
Languages

English
French
Italian
Latin
SPanish
German

Law, Business
Lumber and Its Uses
Mathematics

&urges may be started at any time.

Methods of Teaching
Citizenship
English
M at bematkö

Music Appreciation
Penmanship
Person nel Managemeat
Physics
Plumbing
Psychology, Applied
Pulp and Paper Making
Radio
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Show Card Writing
Sociology
Steel Building Design
Stenograplmand Type-

writing
Textile Processes and Design
Traffic Management

Without incurring obligation of any kind please check (x) subjects in
which you are *crested OPhd mail What town to University Extension, Stste House,
Boston, Maw

Name.
Name ... ..

Address la al. *00.0 OK, el 4

is. rail s

SAMPLE 2.---Allst of the courses offered for home study te of Massachusetts and
convenient means for gaining additional ormation.
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Dear Sir:

Ton days ago I wrote to high school°Principals in
Massachusetts, calling attention to the valuable opportunity
available to craduatt's this year throu01 State University Ex-
tension correspondence courses. It had particularly in mind
the fact that nrobably eighty per cent of these graduates
will not be able to co on to higher institutions, and that of

1an7 either will not find jobs for some time, or willtore to start work at vIrq .poor jobs.

To date, 86 principals have requested over 8611 copies
of the "Don't Stop Learning" bulletin for distribution to
their graduatin3 classes.

4

This immediate response 3u6gest3 a widespread realize-
tion amonc pripcip3:1-s that unless graduates use their leisure
time tc coon advantaLe, their ambition, initiative, and powers
of concentration 'all suffer danvrously

1

The response also leads me to believe thet you probably
Intended to reply, but postponed the matter and have since
ovorlooked it.

Copies of the bullo!tin are still available. I shall .

be glad to send you a supply upon receipt of the return post-
card which this letter contains.

I am also enclosing a recent University Extension News-
letter bearing directly upon this whole question. You may find
it sugcestive in presenting the matter to, your seniors.

Of course, if you have already,sent for the bulletins,
please disreGard this letter.

Sincerely yours,

Pit

/luau 3.A timely letter to school officers suggesting oontinued study for unemployed
high-school graduates.
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